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This report descrfbes an 18 month study of deployable structures
for lari,e Rpace platform s;stems. The study was conducted by thr Vought
Corporation for the NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. The work was
performed under contract liAS8-34678 in two parts. Part 1 spanned the period
29 October 1981 through 31 July 1982; Part 2 covered the period 9 August 1982
through S May 1983. The effort was monitored by Erich E. Eng ;er, COF., and W.
E. Cobb, Co-COR of the Structures and Propulsion Laboratory. Dr. R. L. Cox of
Vought was Study Fanager of the program. Mr. F. A. Nelson performed
conceptual and design studies and coordinated design effort. Mr. H. C. Allsup
conducted interface design studies and deployable volume integration studies.
Mr. G. M. Richards conducted design studies for the ground test article.
Messrs J. B. Rogers, R. W. Simon, J. J. Atkins and J. F. Hyden performed
structural analyses. Mr. C. A. Ford and P. Y. Shih conducted dynamic
analyses. Mr. r. D. Stalmach carried out thermal and deployability analyses.
Mr. J. A. Oren performed new technology and cost studies and directed thermal
analyses. Materials studies were conducted by Mr. G. Bourland and Mr. M. W.
Peed. Mr. G. L. Zummer performed studies for manufacturability. 	 Mr. R. E.
McPartland provided electrical design support.
The authors wish to thank the contributors mentioned above for
their dedication and for the excellence of their support to this program. The
authors also wish to thank Messrs Engler and Cobb for their guidance and
support during this study, and Mr. J. J. Pacey of Vought for his valuable
consultation and assistance. Special thanks is due to Ms. D. M. Fethkenher
who provided secretarial, data MLnagement and publication services throughout
the program.
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1.0	 INTT?OPUCTiON AND SUMMARY
Studies of future space applications show an emerging need for
multipurpose space platform systems. Prior work has focused on the
development of generic structural platforms and on point designs of systems
for a few missions such as geostationary communications and scientific
experiments. In order for the user community to realize the potentf:il
benefits of large structures for early 1990's missions it is important now to
develop and demonstrate platform systems which offer both a high degree of
versatility and which effectively integrate requirements for utilities,
subsystems, and payloads. In addition, future missions such as a Space
Station will require both pressurized and unpressurized volumes for crew
quarters, manned laboratories, intcr-connecting tunnels, and maintenance
hangars. To minimize launch costs and enable use of volumes Treater than
those which can he transported by the Space S6tittle Orbiter, it is also
desirable to evolve deployable volume concepts.
The current program was carried out in two Parts. Part 1 involved
the review, generation, and trade of candidate deployable linear platform
system concepts with the selection of one of these concepts for further design
and evaluaion during Part 2, and the generation and screening of candidate
concepts for deployable volumes. The objective of Part 1 of the program was
to provide deployable platform systems concept(s) suitable for development to
technology readiness by 1981. The systems concepts were based on trades of
alternate deployable/retractable structure concepts, integration of utilities,
and interface approaches for docking and assembly of payloads and subsystems.
Further objectives were to identify material selection impacts and to identify
special technology needs ,apparent in the concepts. The Part l objectives for
the deployable volume studies involved generation of concepts for deployable
volumes which could be used as unpressurized or pressurized hangars, habitats
and interconnecting tunnels. Concept generation emphasized using flexible
materials .and deployable truss structure technology. Promising, concepts were
selected for subsequent study, their capabilities and limitations defined, and
expected problem areas, design, drivers and technology development requirements
identified.
The o l)joctives of Part 2 of th y:, current program were to perform a
layout design of a ground test article based on the results of the concept
selection from Part 1. The design was to meet the specification for a prior
f
j
t^
NiASA-MSFC ground test article simulating a Science and Applications Space
Platform (SASP) arm. Layout drawings were according to the Level 1 of
Specification DOD-D-1000B. The design was of aluminum structure, derived from
the Part 1 graphite/epoxy conceptual design of the selected Biaxial Double
Fold concept. Also included in the ground test article design were analytical
evaluations for both test wind flight conditions. Deployable volume objectives
during, Part 2 were to evolve the selected Part 1 truss/bladder concept for the
habitat and hangar modules. Included were selecting a specific truss concept
for the habitat and hangar, minimizing the requirements for EVA during
buildup, maintaining large deployed/stowed volume ratios, and conducting more
detailed evaluations of crew accommodations, design characteristics, and
Orbiter/Space Station compatibility. Additional objectives were to select and
characterize single concepts for the habitat and hangar, and to identify
special technology needs.
The elements of a deployable platform system are illustrated in
Figure 1, adapted from the Reference 1 Definition Study of the Advanced
Science and Applications Space Platform (ASASP). The core element of the
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deployable platform system is its automatic deployable/retractable structure.
Some of the major interfaces a:e the spacecraft utilities, where full
Lin
integration with the structure is desired, aubsystems and payloads, docking,
assembly, EVA, and various joints and attachments. All aspects of the
interfaces are important influences to the deployable platform system design,
including physical characteristics, Imposed loads, dynamic interactions
between the structure and attitude control subsystems, thermal distortion,
payload stability requirements and deployment/assembly operations. Figure 2,
from the Reference 2 Science and Applications Manned Space Platform (SAMSP),
shows a typical Space Station concept and indicates three potential deployable
volumes: an Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) maintenance hangar, manned
habitat/experiment module, and an interconnecting tunnel.
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The study approach and work flow diagram for both Parts 1 and 2
are shown in Figure 3. Part 1 of the effort will be reviewed below in summary
fashion. tcference 3 presents a comprehensive discussion of Part 3. results.
The remainder of this report will concentrate on a detail presentation of Part
2 results.
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WORK FLOW
1.1	 REVIEW OF PART 1 RESULTS
Results of Part 1 are summarized under two headings, Deployable
Platforms and Deployable Volumes.
Deployable Platforms
The platform concepts are based on generic system requirements and
selection critieria consistent with three focus missions:
Advanced Science and Applications Platform (ASASP)
Geostationary Communications Platform (GSP)
Solar Power Satellite Test Article II (SPS TA II)
These focus missions are defined in References 1, 4, and S, respectively, and
also in their prior supporting systems studies. In establishing generic
requirements, these missions, as well as other activity on large space
platforms available in the literature, were consulted. The approach was to
identify available requirements from these documents, then develop other key
information not available in the documentation as required. Four of the major
4
areas in which requirements were determined included stiffness of the
deployable truss structure, strength, utilities to be integrated into the
truss structure, and interfaces. A parametric evaluation of stiffness
requirements showed that beam bending stiffness values in the range 10 6 to
107
 Nm` are required for small beams with a truss width of about 0.5 m.
Stiffness requirements increase with beam size, reaching value p it the range
108 to 109 Nm2 for larger beams of 3 to k m wLP,4a. Strength
requirements for beams were also identified parametrically, and range from
10 to 104 Nm for the smaller beams up to about 10 5 Nm for large beams.
Utility integration requirements range from a utility cross-sectional area of
approximately 5 cm  for small trusses up to about 70 cm  for truss widths
of3to4m.
Four generic types of interfaces were Identified: truss-to-truss
interfaces,	 truss-to-module interfaces, docking/joining interfaces, and
truss-to-equipment/payload interfaces. 	 Truss-to-truss interfaces involve
joining two sections directly without a docking adapter. Joints such as butt
Joints,
	
tee joints,	 lap Joints,	 and cross joints were	 identified:
Truss-to-module interfaces join a deployable truss section directly to a rigid
section,	 such as a	 subsystem module,	 without a docking	 adapter.
Docking/joining interfaces include transition structure and interface hardware
such as a standardized docking adapter or a rotary joint. Finally,
truss-to-equipment/payload interfaces (including secondary structure where
required) join subsystem elements and payload items directly to the truss
structure.
Based on study objectives, generic mission requirements, and study
guidelines, the following deployable platform design objectives were
established: auto deploy/retract; fully Integrated utilities; configuration
variability; versatile payload and subsystem interfaces; structural and
packaging efficiencies; 1986 technology readiness compatibility; minimum
EVA/RMS; and Space Shuttle operational compatibility. To meet these
objectives five major issues were defined, alternatives considered, and the
design approach established.
The first major issue was truss folding. The alternatives
considered were single vs double fold. The approach adopted was double fold
because of the importance of volume ratio and packing efficiency. It was also
established that a truss configuration with a versatility for either folding
5
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capability would be preferable. The second major issue was utilities
integration. The alternatives considered were fully integrated utilities with
the bundles either internal or external to the struts (but routed adjacent to
the struts), or partially integrated with reels or trays internal or external
to the truss lattice. The approach adopted was to design for fully integrated
utilities,	 However it was also desired to provide; compatibility for
attachment of strap-on utilities for "tall pole" missions. The third major
design issue was payload integration. The alternatives considered were
integration by a payload interface module vs payload interface directly to the
truss. Because each of these alternatives have distinct advantages in certain
design situations, the approach was to accommodate both. The fourth major
issue was that of subsystem integration. The alternatives considered were
integration by subsystem module vs integration directly onto the structure.
Again there are advantages to either, and the approach chosen was to
accommodate both alternatives. The fifth design issue was modularity, where
the alternatives were a fully modular structure consisting of standarized
building blocks vs a modular/ scalable structure which had a standard scalable
design. The chosen approach was to design for the modular /scaleable structure
int not to preclude use as standard building blocks where this would be
beneficial.
Conduct of the deployable platform systems study was initiated
with the structural concept generation and evaluation effort. A large number
of potential deployable truss candidates were identified and judgementally
evaluAted against Level "0" criteria and screened to eleven candidates,
p!in. ,,ired in Figure 4. A more detailed evaluation and screening procedure was
applied to the eleven. That resulted in a selection of four candidates, also
shown in Figure 4. These were the Biaxial Double Fold (BADF), the Double Fold
(DF), the Square Diamond Beam Truss (GDC), and the Box Truss (MMC). Each of
these package compactly, offer good rotential for automatic
deployment/retraction and utilities integration, and have promise of
versatility of application.
The next step of the deployable platform study was to conduct
design and analytical trades on the four surviving truss concepts. These
entailed design studies of utilities, subsystem and payload integration, and
branching/assembly interfaces for evaluation of versat i lity for assembling
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deployed modules. Parametric, structural, and thermal analyses were perfocinod
to support the trades and a materials selection study was conducted with the
result that all structural sizing was carried out on a filgh modulus
graphite/epoxy composite (GY70/934). Cost trades, which identified
differences due to both fabricarlot,. and Shuttle launch, ware also conducted .
Based on the trade results each of the four deployable truss concepts was
scored against .'.b individual criteria relating, to five major categories;
platform	 capability,	 deployability,	 versatility,	 integration,	 and
performance.	 Weighting; factors were assigned and a final ranking, was
determined. The Biaxial Double Fold was clearly superior in each major
category and it was found that the choice was not vulnerable to the assignmept
of weighing factors. It was thus selected for further definition during Part 2.
An overview of the characteristics and capabilities of t11e
selected BADF concept is given by Figures 5 through 12.	 The general
arrangement of a "1 meter square beam with utilities integrated inside the
struts is summarized in Figure 5.	 The sketch also illustrates the folding
7
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cheme cat the BADF.	 The trus s folds simultaneously in two directions I+y
telescoping the vertical struts and pivoting; the bulkhead and side diagonals.
All cells in the truss Cold at the same time. This folding, scheme minimizes
the number of ,joints and the stowage volume. it results in to packaged height
equal to diagonal length. Only two types of nodes are involved in the BADF
concept, "A" nodes to which all diagonal struts arc attached, and "Il" nodes.
Figure 5 also indicates the method used to energize the deployment anti
retraction. Deployment is by a combination of energy stored in linear springs
located in the vertical struts and roil springs in bending located in the
loagit"dinals and the laterals at the A nodes. Tension on the cable system
provides the ioree for retraction and also an opposing force for control
during deployment. A single reversible cable drive motor actuates the entire
deployable trues. The figure also indicates the utilities integration
approach, where a full complement of utilities for a large deployable platform
such as the ASASP can be routed through the hollow longitudinal struts.
Additional space is available for an equal quantity of add —on utilities
mounted external to the longitudinal struts should that be desirable for some
subsequent missions. Provisions for utilities and mechanical connectors,
which will be necessary for branching of truss sections and payload.
S
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intertaces, would be located on the sides or end of a truss section. Figures
6 and 7 are photographs of a model fabricated by Vought, approximately 1/10th
scale relative to a 3 m beam. The photographs show the model in its fully
retracted condition, followed by views in partial and full deployment. 	 The
deployed dimensions of the model are 1.12 cm in length and 28 cm square. The
model is constructed of brass. The cable system for control and retraction is
made from nylon fishing cable for the model.
Figure 8 shows how the Biaxial Double Fold truss may be used as an
area platform.	 Illustrated is a square platform consisting of 10 rows and
columns of cells, with overall dimensions of 25.9 m x 25.9 m x 2.6m. 	 The
diameter of the struts for this illustration is 5 cm.	 The retracted
dimensions are 1.3 m x 1.3 m x 3.6 m.
DEPLOYED PLATFORM
es• x as' a s.s
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FIGURE 8
BIAXIAL DOUBLE FOLD AS AN AREA PLATFORM
Figure 9 summarizes the utility integration and interface
concept. The representative utility bundles indicated were derived from ASASP
requirements and p ovide some additional capabilities above that. The concept
for routing of utilities through nodes is illustrated by the B node design
sketched in the figure. The bundle bend radius to diameter ratio shown is
about unity, which was the minimum value used in our design studies. 	 This
value was found to be acceptable from our ei pment tests for both bending
9
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UTILITIES INTEGRATION CONCEPT FOR BADE
1 moment and cycle	 life considerations.	 The	 interface concept	 at a	 B node shows
how	 utilities	 are	 branched	 from	 the	 opposite	 A	 node,	 routed	 through	 the
bulkhead	 lateral	 strut,	 and	 then	 passed	 under	 the	 utility	 in	 the	 B	 node
longitudinal	 to	 a	 floating	 connector	 fixed	 to	 the	 vertical	 strut.	 The
interface	 concept	 at	 the	 A	 node	 is	 similar,	 only	 branching	 is	 directly	 from
the A node rather than through a crossover from the opposite side of the truss.
Figure
	
10	 shoos
	
the	 types	 of	 truss-to-truss	 and	 truss-to-module
Interfaces	 possible.	 With	 the	 interface	 design	 described	 in	 conjunction	 with
Figure	 9,	 the	 truss	 joining	 is	 accomplished	 in	 two	 steps.	 First	 the	 truss
branches to be joined are maneuvered	 together using	 the RMS until capture and
hard	 lock	 is	 accomplished	 at	 four	 nodes	 by	 the	 mechanical	 node -to-node
Autolock	 Coupler.	 Second,	 an	 electrically	 powered	 ultility	 connector	 plate,
not	 shown,	 pulls	 together	 the	 connectors	 with	 the	 aid	 of	 alignment	 pins,	 i;
completing	 the mating operation. 	 As	 indicated	 in	 Figure	 10,	 various	 tyres	 of
square,	 oblique,	 and	 size-change	 interfaces	 are	 possible without	 the	 addition
of separate interface structure. 	 This results	 from the peculiar capability of
biaxially	 deploying	 trusses	 to	 intregrally	 deploy	 oblique	 or	 size-change
transition structure.
r
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Figure 11 Illustrates the capability of the BADF truss to be
directly deployed or assembled into a variety of shapes. For example, the
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Indicated fully deployable Hoop folds into a diameter of about 1/20th of its
deployed diameter. This characteristic also makes the BADF a candidate for
deploying volume shapes. Another useful capability is its ability to be
deployed as a mast with intermediately situated payloads or deployable branch
arms preattached and deployed simultaneously.
Figure 12 illustrates a mast experiment that can he flown in the
Space Shuttle using the BADE design. Illustrated on that figure are the
characteristics for a SO cell, 100 m long redeployable mast packaged in the
e
I
FIGURE 12
RADF MAST EXPERIMENT
Space Shuttle. The packaging requirements are also indicated. One advantage
of the folding characteristics for the BADF are that it can be stowed in a 1 m
length in the Shuttle cargo bay. This short stowage dimension provides
advantage in the manifesting of a Shuttle flight.
The following conclusions are summarized from the Deployable
Platform Part 1 studies:
1. The	 deployable	 platform	 system	 with	 fully	 integrated
utilities and subsystem/payload interfaces is feasible.
2. The Biaxial Double Fold truss is the clear choice of four
leading candidates.
3. Automatic deployment and retraction in it self-contained
system can be achieved.
12
4. The Biaxial Double Fold design provides typical storage ratios
of 172:1 for a 3 m truss with full utilities. Ratios as high
as 300:1 are possible with minimal utilities.
S. Utilities integrated inside truss struts with lnterfaceb for
branching are possible. 	 Equal space for growth external to
1
struts also exists.
6. Small payloads/ subsystems may be preattched locally to the
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	 which may be preattached.
7. Truss-to— truss Interfaces and integrally deployed trAnsition
structure provide a wide variety of building block
configurations.
Deployable Volumes
Several types of deployable volumes were considered in the concept
identiication task. Table 1 summarizes the concepts, their potentl^l
applicability, indicates their principal characteristics and limitations, and
Identifies those selected for evaluation. 	 The most promising concept for
manned habitat and OTV hangar applications was found to be a deployable truss
approach with a bladder for pressure containment and an external
thermal/meteoroid blanket. Two flexible concepts were identified as offering
potential for tunnels: a convoluted design and an inflated cylindrical shell
design.
Figure 13 illustrates the recommended concept for the deployable
habitat. It consists of a deployable truss structure to which a
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Ithermal/meteoroid protection blanket is added on they outside and a pressure
f bladder on the inside. This type of deployable volume is applicable to a
truss that is bidirectionally deployed, such as the BADF or the MMC Box
Truss. When the de ployed volume is folded it shrinks both in diameter and in
the thickness of the truss structure. The length of the e!owed Box Truss is
the satrie as its deployed length, while the BADF is 17% to 40% longer. 	 the
pressure bladder stove inside the folded structure. 	 It is possible to obtain
• a 13:1 or 16:1 diameter ratio when deploying the truss structure for the MMC
or BADF, respectively. This enables a much larger Space Station module volume
to be used within the diameter constraints of the Space Shuttle cargo bay than
would be possible with a rigid structure. 	 The deployment and assembly
• sequence first involves expansion of the stowed structure, then the bladder is
secured, and next the interconnecting hard structure for the equipment
internal to the deployed volume is added. Following that, external subsystems
are installed through access doors in the thermal/meteoroid blanket. Internal
equipment has to be added through the entrance hatch ar.d, therefore, must be
of a size that can be inserted through the hatch, o • it must he deployable.
Internal structure, such as decks, is assumed to be deployable structure and
would be deployed subsequent to insertion into the volume. It is possible to
simultaneously deploy the cylindrical section and the flat end part. 	 It may
also be possible to preattach the bladder internal to the structure and deploy
the two simultaneously.	 Similarly, it may be possible to preattach the
thermal/meteoroid blanket on the outside of the structure.
In the deployable volume concept all the pressure loads from the
bladder are taken as hoop tension in the bladder itself. The truss structure
and associated hanrdware serve as the interface with Space Station structure,
as well as a mounting platform.	 Figure lk shows the flexible straight tube
concept for the bladder as developed by Goodyear in Reference 6. The
photograph shows that the cylinder is collapsed in an axial direction similar
to that of the convoluted tube. However, it can also be folded and collapsed
in the diameter direction. For .he habitat module and hangar concepts, it was
evaluated as a bladder with no load carrying requirements other than the
pressure load itself.
A utility integration concept compat i ble with the deployable truss
r
and bladder volumes is illustrated in Figure 15. A subsystem can be placed
15
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inside the external truss or located anywhere on it and be protected by the
thermal/meteoroid blanket. Access is through the blanket flaps. Subsystem!.
are installed with the aid of the RMS or EVA after deployment of the truss.
the utilities paths are through the docking hatch directly to external
subsystems or through the docking hatch into the pressurized compartment.
Utilities from external subsystems interface equipment inside the pressurized
compartment
	
through	 the	 structural/utility	 bladder	 penetration,	 also
indicated.	 A concept for hard point penetration of the bladder using a
bellows seal is shown.	 It wuld be possible to evolve this concept to allow
Utilities feed through.	 Figure 16 shows the deployable truss volume concept
rendered as an OTV hangar.	 In order to obtain the necessary length the
structure is deployed in two sections.	 As indicated in the figure, the two
sections are linked together similar to a clam shell. For a pressurized
hangar a pressure bladder with a seal at the door interface will be provided;
for a unpressurized hangar, no bladder is required. With a pressurized hangar
concept stowage of the bladde ►' involves collapsing the seal frame into a
folded structure and rolling it inside the pressure bladder. This requires
Insertion of the bladder into the volume after the volume has been deployed,
using EVA and the RMS. 'fhe OTV could be docked into the structure at one
end. Other docking concepts could be used such as a track or rail down the
side of the interior of the deployed volume.
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+ The flexible convoluted tube concept, indicated in Table 1, was
also recommended for further study. It also was based on a concept developed
previously by Go r•dyear and has been demonstrated in scaled prototype form.
volume ratios up ro 8:1 ran be obtained with this flexible tunnel in actual
deployment. In order to provide loading carrying capability, it could be
provided with an external axially folding truss, which would also provide a
mounting for utility integration and support of a long life thermal/meteoroid
blenket .
Figure 11 sumriarizes the potential benefits of a deployable volume
concept to the NASA-MSFC Phase III Silence and Applications Manned Space
^.	 Platform (SAMSP).	 In the otiginal SAMSP concept five Shuttle launches are
required to place the four habitability/experiment modules and OTV hangar into
orbit.
	
The figure shows that a greater volume of habitability/experiment
space plus an OTV hangar can be launched dry in one-half of one Shuttle flight
using deployable volumes. The equipment used to outfit the deployable
habitat/experiment module, packed at the same density as in the four baseline
rigid modules, can be transported in somewhat less than one and a half Shuttle
1UGI:D MDWLSS	 Vs	 DEPLOYABLE VOLUMES
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flights, thus the total requirement for the deployable modules 18 two Shuttle
flights compared to five for the equivalent baseline SAMSP modules. A systems
trade would he necessary to determine the overall Advantage considering the
F.VA/IVA operations necessary to outfit the dry deployable volumes with
•	 equipment.
Conclusions from the Part 1 Deployable Volume study were that the
concept featuring a flexible pressure bladder and a deployable truss structure
leads to highly efficient candidates for habitat and hangar modules. Volume
ratios up to 200:1 appear feasible. A representative 10.8 m outside diameter,
610 m^ pressurized volume Ikabitat weighs about 2200 kg including bladder,
i	
truss, and thermal/meteoroid blanket.
	
It requires approximately 25% of the
!
	
	 Shuttle cargo hay for delivery when delivered dry with major subsystems
equipment added after deployment. Only about 1-112 to 2 Shuttle flights are
• required for delivery of both the hangar anti habitat module and equipment.
The biaxially folded design with either the HADF or the MMC Box Truss are
leading candidates for the truss structure for deployable volumes.
A second major conclusion is that the flexible convoluted tube is
the leading candidate for a deployable transfer tunnel. It should be
considered with an added external truss structure to support utility
integration and long life thermal/meteoroid blankets, as well as to provide a
load carrying capability.
1.2	 SUMMARY OF PART 2 RESULTS
Gr.,und Test Article Ik sicn
Figure 18 is an isometric sketch illustrating the HADF ground test
article design features.	 This article was designed to the ASAP ground test
specifications used for designing the inhouse single fold deployable truss at
NASA-M!')FC. The test article interfaces the existing NASA air bearing; facility
for zero-g simulation.	 It also interfaces the existing base structure.
	
The
overall length of the ground test article is about 14 m. There are 10 cells,
each about 1.4 m square.	 The material of construction was specified as
aluminum; our design used the 6061-T6 alloy. The drawing shows some of the
most significant features of the design.
	 There are four payload stations,
each having utility interfaces for both fluid and electrical connections. Six
air bearing supports are provided. As indicated on the figure, the test
article is oriented on edge for deployment. Subsequent to deployment the test
article may be rotated to other positions to allow determination of
characteristics in various orientations.
	 Calculations indicate the weight of
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the 6061-T6 aluminum structure is approximately 384 kg. Figure 19 shows the
stowed configuration and launch packaging for the BADF ground test article.
}	 i
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STOWED CONFIGURATION & LAUNCH PACKAGING BADE GROUND TEST DESIGN
The article occupies a length of about 0.5 m in the Shuttle cargo bay when
packaged with the s•ipport structure. The height of the stack of ton stowed
cells is about 2.1 m. The cross section through one cell is shown to be
approximately 0.2 m x 0.3 m. While it may be unlikely the ground test article
constructed from aluminum would be flown in a flight experiment, similar
packaging would be obtained with a composite system. Versatility was also
provided in the design of the ground test article to allow neutral bouyancy
testing by change of the springs in the vertical struts and addition of
flotation chambers.
The ground test article design is also suitable for Orbi`er fligt.t
test experiments with modifications to increase stiffness at partiai
deployment to accommodate potential Shuttle accelerations up t+. 0.04 g. The
use of localized deployment motors on B nodes to shorten cable r . rns, beef-up
of diagonals, and fabrication of the structure from graphite/epoxy .would
reduce tip deflections at 702 of deployment by a factor of ten (to 25 cm)
Deplcyable Volumes
The deployable volume concept evolved during Part 2 for the
habitat module is illustrated in Figure 20. The large habitat illustrated in
4	
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FIGURE. 20
HABITAT MODULE STOWEC AND DEPLOYED OONFIGURATIONS
t
1	 the figure was chosen for Part 2 study because it illustrates the capabilities
of the deployable volume concept. The module has a volume of about 1130 m3
(40,000 ft 3 ) and is sufficiently large to support a 12 man
habitat/experiment operation in space. The overall dimensions of the deployed
truss structure are a cylinder approximately 13.5m (44.3 ft.) in diameter and
11.8m (38.7 ft.) in length. 	 When stowed the truss folds into a diameter of
about 4.1m (13.5 ft.) and a length of about 15m (49.1 ft.). 	 This allows
adequate clearance within the 4.57m dynamic envelope of the payload bay for
wraping the truss structure with the thermal/meteoroid blanket. The total
length of the stowed habitat is about 16.2m (53 ft), leaving space for the
Orbiter docking module to be installed to provide both an EVA capability and a
docking interface with the Space Station. One principal feature of the
configuration is a rigid core module. The core module is delivered to orbit
outfitted with essential equipment for crew support and start —up operations.
It also provides storage space for other structural elements to allow assembly
of the basic structure in the first Shuttle delivery flight. The core module
is pressurizable and has a removable aft cone with a 2m square loading hatch,
allowing transfer of modularized packaged equipment on subsequent deliveries.
Since these packaged articles can be delivered in a pressurized module, the
buildup is almost entirely by shirtsleeve operation, and therefore minimizes
ause of EVA.	 The modularzation of equipment packaging minimizes installation
tasks.	 The core module also provides a rigid structure for interfacing the
Shuttle cargo bay during delivery and for providing a rigid backbone for the	 f
deployed volume. The surrounding main volume area is an inflatable pressure
bladder, similar to the Part 1 concept except that the bladder is a
L
cylindrical al.rulus rather than a hollow cylinder. The four decks provide for
three levels in the large volume for crew accormodation and mounting of
equipment. Four docking hatches are located around the periphery of the
deployed volume, and allow interface with experiment modules and with the
Shuttle for docking and resupply.
Figure 21 further illustrates buildup characteristics of the
deployable habitat module where a pressurized cargo module is shown docked to
the aft loading port of the core module. The modularized equipment, transfer
pathways, and hatch opening sizes for transfer of equipment in a minimal
J	
amount of time are also indicated. The design has heen evolved to use the RMS
J	 so that no major special equipment is required. 	 The other major results
^r
achieved in Part 2 studies are the ability to integrate the deployment of the
pressure bladder and the thermal/meteoroid blanket with the truss structure,
p
^	 again minimizing the requirements for EVA.
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SHIRTSLEEVE TRANSFER OF MODULARIZED EQUIPMENT/FURNISHINGS
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Figure 22 Illustrates the OTV hangar concept developed during Part
2. Similar to the Part 1 results, the hangar opens in a clam shell fashion to
accommodate the OTV. The overall dimensions of the hangar trues structure are
f.
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OTV HANGAR STOWED & DEPLOYED OONFIGURATIONS
23.1m (75.Z ft) in length by 10.1m (33.2 ft) in diameter. 	 A rigid core is
provided in the hangar concept similar to the habitat. The airlock structure,
which docks into the Space Station, is connected to a tunnel structure which,
In turn, mates an adapter which docks with the OTV. A truss beam, which
structurally interfaces the tunnel, provides a support for ingress and egress
of the OTV. Moveable work platforms are also supported off the truss beam.
The work platform floors are also constructed of deployable structure and
stored inside the folded volume. The folded dimensions of the hangar forward
truss cylinder are 14.5m (47,5 ft) in length by 1.8m (6.0 ft) in diameter, and
thus occupies only a small portion of the cargo bay. The forward section of
the clam shell and the hinged aft section of the clam shell are stored in the
cargo bay as separate cylinders.	 The OTV hangar may be operated as a
pressurized or unpressurized version.
	 The pressurized version with the
bladder installed is illustrated in the figure, showing the bladder interface
with the central cr•re structure in the airlock area.
	 Each bladder Half is
-	 With a support ring and seal at the clamshell opening on the forward
24
and aft sections. The folded configuration of the seal ring is shown stored
on the inside of the folded truss stricture. The OTV configuration sketched
in the figure is representative of a projected version of a reubeable OTV, and
is one of the larger sizes expected to be used with the hangar. In the aft
portion of the clam shell storage space is provided for such items as spare
hallutes or engines. A platform for storage is also indicated. A second
airlock is installed in the aft clam shell, which ib necessary for an
alternate egress path when the hangar is used in its pressurized version.
Similar to the deployable habitat, the deployable hangar has the bladder and
the external thermal/meteoroid insulation blankets preattached. These deploy
with the structure.	 However, subsequent to deployment, RMS operation is
necessary to install the airlocks on both the forward and aft ends.	 A
combination of RME and EVA operation is also required to unfold and install
the bladder seal ring structure.	 The launch storage concept in the Shuttle
cargo bay makes use of a core canister internal to cylindrical truss
structure, similar to that used with the deployble habitat. 	 The canister
diameter is approximately 1.3m. 	 Part of its structure is the docking tunnel,
and this diameter is continued through the entire length of the truss. End
plates are provided to support the canister during launch, providing a rigid
backbone for launch loads. Stored inside the canister are the folded work
platforms illustrated by the small circle inside the canister in the figure,
and the folded rail support beams. A rigid docking ring guide i s also stored
inside the canister. It should be possible to deliver and erect the hangar in
a single Shuttle flight.
The BADF truss structure was found to provide the best overall
compatibility with both deployable volumes, and permits integral attachment
and deployment of the external thermal/meteoroid blanket and the pressure
bladder. Excellent micrometeoroid and debris protection is inherently
provided by the blanket/truss/bladder configuration, resulting in a 10-year
probability of no habitat meteoroid penetration of 0.998 for meteoroids and
0.95 to 0.975 for debris (1978 model), depending on whether radiators are
added to the outside diameter. Shielding from space radiation is adequate for
low inclination LEO missions for 180-day crew rotation; additional shielding
can be added as required.
25
2.0	 GROUND TEST ARTICLE DESIGN
rThis section presents design requirements, discusses major design
features, and summarizes supporting analyses for the ground test article.
CAlso inclosed in this section are reduced copies of the design drawings.
•	 2.1
	
DESIGN REQUIRLMENTS
Figure 23 illustrates the ground test article physical shape and
dimenions and Interface requirements. Table 2 is a summary of the detail
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FIGURE 23
GROUND TEST ARTICLE DIMENSIONAL AND INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
requirements for the ground test article design. 	 These were extracted from
Reference 7, which is the specification for the NASA inhouse Single Fold
ground test article design of a representative SASP arm. Based on these
requirements a definition of the utilities bundles for installation in the
structure was derived and is presented in Figure 24, which also includes a
summary of the weight of the utility bundles.
2.2	 DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN
A series of 11 layout drawings were defined to describe the gr-und
test article layout design in sufficient detail. These are listed in Table 3
and may be used as a guide to the drawings which are contained in Figures 25
through 35.	 Figure 25 is also in the nature of a guide in that it is a
26
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF GROUND TEST ARTICLE REQUIREMENTSi
r ORIGINAL mcE f3
Launch Packaging	 Ct' POOR QUALITY
Orbiter Cargo say, 4.3m (14 Fill Dis Envelops
MisallV n ment and Distortion
Measured between carrier interface and platform arm- l o -support module
Interface
Ma ► 	 •	 1.0 due to fab tolerances, joint deadband, thermal distortion,
inte-face misalignment
Max	 •	 0.1	 dynamic Instability due to cyclic thermal distortion, environmental
and Induced loads, and deadband
^• Structural Strength
v, Withstand 0 04 g's deployed with two 3636 It 	 (13000 lb) payloads due to
maneuver and reboost
Ss Test article withstand 1-g horizontal ground deployment or simulated 0-g,
without payloads
Adequate for application of static and dynamic ground tf.at force application,
-' horizontal or vertical (for measure static deft., load dist., vibration
characteristicsl
Withstand launch load and vibration environment In compacted form
Withstand Impact loads resulting from payload installation/removal and
v- Orbiter b prthing
Structural Stiffness
First moue structural frequency . 0 01 Hz, arm deployed with two 3636 kg
(6000 lb) payloads
Payload Mechanical Interface
Orbiter RMS Installation and removal of payload carrier
EVA backup role only
Automatic latching and initiation of disengagement Including utility
connectors (flight article)
ESA pallet nominal as payload carrier, modified to contain carrier portion
of Interface
Payload Utilities Accommodation
Separate electrical h rlrness and fluid Imes to each of four payload interfaces
Electrical harness: 4 each 1!0
	 20 each TSP AWG 24
2 each 6 AWG
	 4 each RG393 , U Coax
4 each 12 AWG
Fluid lines: 2 each 1.9 cm (0.75 Inch) I.D. Imes
Not: Maatr-MMC M- 9111- 34e0-141, as Feb. logo
I
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DEFINITION OF UTILITIES BUNDLES
TABLE 3
221-60182 LAYOUT DRAWING LIST BADF GROUND TEST DESIGN
Sht Title Description
1 Assay and Interfaces Layout Isometric Assy • Galde to Detail L/O shts
2 Longitudinal/Lateral Layout Tube with lugs and cover over slot
J A Node Layout Filtirg with lugs, sheaves blits, bending
deploy springs and cover
4 8 Node Layout fitting with lugs and cover
5 Vertical relescope Layout Double telescope Joints with locks and linear
deploy spring
6 Side & Surface Diagonal Layout Side & BHD Dla99 I-beams with air brg bkls b
sheaves	 S-ul dlag with fold initiate cams
7 Cable Reel Layout Cable reel design with level wind fair leads
and gear motor drive
B Cable Routing Diagram Cable routing Isometric
g Payload Interlace Layout Coupler Interlace dimensions on 55
	 node
centerline.
	 Utility connectors locations
10 Hass Sir Interface Layout Attachments to base facility
11 Utilities Instl Thru Nodes Isometric of A and B node exploded view
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pictorial illustration of the application of various detail layout drawings to
different elements of the truss. Figure 35, showing the utilities
installation through the nodes, is also helpful in seeing the overall design
approach. It shows in an exploded view how the deploy-initiate springs are
integrated into the longitudinal and lateral struts at the node pivots, and
how they encircle and provide protection for the utilities bundles which are
passed through the center of these coil springs.
Figure 26 provides detail information on the lateral and
longitudinal strut design. These struts are fabricated from s ► .ndard aluminum
tubing. A screwed on cover is provided for installation of the utilities in
the assembled utructure.	 Dual pivot lugs are welded into the ends of the
struts.	 The materials selection 1s 6061-T6 aluminum which is the same
weldable material used on all elements of the aluminum structure. 	 Figure 27
provides detail on the A node design. The A node is fabricated from welded
plates.
	
Also shown in the layout is a cable sheave installation and
installation of the pins at the dual pivot lugs.	 Because press fit roll pins
are used there is no free motiun in the pivots. If high production were
required the nodes could be made from castings to minimize fabrication costs.
Figure 28 shows similar information for the B node. Both A and B nodes have
screwed-on covers to provide for installation of the utilities as a complete
harness in the assembled structure. 	 Figure 29 presents detailed information
on the telescoping vertical strut.	 This strut employs three concentric
standard Rage aluminum tubes. An Elgiloy compression spring is contained down
the center of the strut to provide deployment energy. 	 A latch release
mechanism is also detailed on the figure. 	 As indicated on the drawing the
Aramid (Kevlar 29) refold-deploy control cable is terminated in a spring clamp
to control post-tension. Small Teflon balls are installed in holes drilled
into aluminum sleeves located between the concentric tube to provide
friction-free operation and to avoid motion due to the small clearances.
Figure 30 provides information on the diagonal struts which are standard AND
10140-3002 I-beam extrusions for the bulkhead and side diagonals. The surface
diagonals are solid square aluminum rods. Also indicated are the bulkhead
diagonal base ends showing their position relative to the A nodes, and also
showing the installation of the air bearing supports.
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The installation of the cable reel with a representative gear box
and coupling design is shown In Figure 31. It 1s on the blukhead diagonal at
the truss hale, and winds all the cables on one real. A level-wind mechanism
is included to insure reliable and repeatable winding of the cables. A torque
arm on the threaded reel bpindle 16 adjusted to stop the reel when the proper
i	 cable travel I s obtained for both deploy and refold. 	 In Figure 32 an
1.
Isometric drawing shows the cable routing diagram. 	 Notes on that drawing
provide detail information on rigging the cables.	 A total of 31 cables are
used which are routed down one side of the truss through the reel hub slot and
back up the other side. The 0.86 mm diameter Kevlar 29 cables have a 90 kg
breaking strength. This 90 kg Is well in excess of the 27 kg maximum which is
applied in post-tensioning the cables. A slip clamp has been designed and a
feasibility test run to show that the 27 kg maximum can be controlled in this
fashion.
Figure 33 shows the payload interface layout. Autolock couplers
are used on each of the four interfacing nodes at a payload station. Utility
connectors are also illustrated on the diagram. The 'Installation procedure is
that first the mechanical coupling is completed, then a special device with an
electrical pull in screw mates the utility connectors. 	 Such a device was
conceptually designed during Part 1 and presented in Ref. (3).
	
For ground
test this cr;tld be carried out manually to avoid development costs for the
device at this time.	 Figure 34 shows the revisions to the NASA-MSFC base	 !
structure required to interface the BADF ground test article. These revisions
are minor and require adding two load cells as well as some other detail
changes illustrated on the drawing. Table 4 presents the weight summary of a
BADF ground test article. Each item is first listed and are then summed to
TABLE. 4
WEIGHT SUMMARY BADF GROUND TEST DESIGN 	
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Payload
Carriers
the unit weight per cell and per bulkhead, which is finally summed to the
total weight of the truss. The truss total weight is the sum of the 10 cells
plus one bulkhead and is about 84b lbs.
2.3
	
STRUCTURAL ANALYSES
Figure 36 shows the two arrangements of the ground test article
c.
that were evaluated for loads as defined in the Requirements Section 2.1. The
Arrangement 1
Two 8000 lb P/t
Carriers At Bay ♦ 10
Papoed
Call ►br
H*wAting Loads at Platform
Support Module Interface
(Ult. Factor of 1 4 Applied)
Arrangement /•
Shear	 - 935 IDs
Moment - 478,900 in-lbs
Torsion - Zero
Arrangement 2
Shear	 448 Ibs
Moment	 380,4001n-fbs
Torsion	 104,8001n-Ibs
Platform
Support
Points
One 8000 lb P/L Carrier at Bay ♦6
and One at say 010
FIGURE 36
DEPLOYED TRUSS ARAM CONFIGURATIONS ANALYSIS FOR STRESSES
FROM 0.04g ORBIT APPLIED ACCELERATIONS
resulting evaluations provided the shear moments and torsion loads as listed
In the figure . Each element of the structure was evaluated for these loads
with the results that positive margins of safety were obtained in all cases.
Table 5 shows the results of the structural analysis. The minimum margin of
TABLE 5
STRUCTURAL STRENGTH AND STIFFNESS ANALYSIS 	 ORIGINAL PAGE 1S
GROUND TEST ARTICLE ( FULLY DEPLOYED)	 OF POOR QUALITY
Minimum Margins of Safety for Orbit Applied Accelerations are 0.70 In. Side
Diagonal, 0.36 In. Lug Bearing
Deployment of Arm Under 1.Og Results in a 0.51 Minimum Margin on the Side
Diagonal.
For the 4.5g Shuttle Emergency Landing Condition, A Margin of 3.76 at
Diagonal was Determined for the Stowed Position.
Payload and Orbiter Berthing Loads Result in a Minimum Margin of 0.41 at the
Boss Support Plate Weld.
i	 Bending Stiffness of the Cantllevered Arm with End Payload,
1
	
El - 5.05 x 10 1 N.m 7
 (1.78 x 10' 0
 lb-in 7 )
For the Some Condition, the Fundamental Frequency was Calculated at
0.365 Hz.
•	 Torsional Stiffness, GJ = 9 18 x 10' N.m1
 (3.20 x 10 1
 Ib-Inl )
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MODEL SIZE
10 Cells, Length 389 IncMs
239 Structural Elamanti
104 Grid Points
822 Degrees of Fteedc
1.I...op.p 6 1 1.1. 1,1 40.41 /
V.n, lo. 1.1.1 111.1111...•.
OM . K.d....rt.tl..
•.nrq {IIIIM..
Comp —616 Iw K.d.t.d .I...
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COWS* ModoWd .. spnny.
With Eala..L., /t 111n.. N.
I	 C.b.. 6WInp R.t* .r, vvIlk
M. {.MM.d Mo N:11
K 03.3,01 lbeAnth
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safety	 due	 to	 Orbiter flight	 accelerations	 was	 0.7	 in	 the	 side	 diagonal	 and
f0.36	 in	 lug	 bearing. Other	 margins	 are	 listed	 for	 1-g	 operation,	 Shuttle
emergency	 landing conditions, and	 for payload and	 Orbiter berthing loads. 	 The
bending	 stiffness	 was calculated	 at	 an	 El	 value	 of	 5.05	 x	 10 7	Nm 2 .	 The
corresponding	 fundamental frequency	 is 0.365	 Hz.	 In	 torsional	 stiffness	 a	 CJ
value of 9.18 x	 106 Nm 2 was calculated.
An analysis was also performed of 	 the	 stiffness characteristics	 in
the partially deployed configuration,	 as	 this would	 be	 significant	 in a	 flight
experiment.	 Figure	 37 shows	 the	 situation	 analyzed.	 The	 configuration	 was
with the diagonals at a 450 angle, which is about 70% deployed. 	 A NASTRAN
D.NL, d 1.. It 	 cdtllr.—" /..In/^ trtt/ w^l...d
/\
Nq
COM.114.I.d Y... .1 MoO.. to
Ott...t1 Iw MOO. Vn>M^1
ORfGINAI
_ PAt3	 t$
-	 K.dV.IIOn . {IIIIM.. do. to no0..
k...nt.. t.1 b, K.d..../ /tr.l
A.Pwt,.. O, 10 P--,.nl
OF POOR QUALITY Y.1..1.1 D.MIt. 1-1 .... d 1.
FIGURE 37
NASTRAN MODEL OF PARTIALLY DEPLOYED 10-CELL TRUSS
model consisting of 239 structural elements and 106 grid points was
constructed and evaluated. 	 Figure 38 summarizes the results of those
evaluations and pictures the first three modes. 	 Figure 3 y defines the
coordinate system used.	 The first more, Z-axis bending, has a frequency of
0.08 Hz.	 In Y-axis bending a frequency of 0.25 Hz was obtained. 	 In the
extensional direction, mode 3 frequency was found to be 0.36 Hz. The other
frequencies through mode 10 are listed on the figure. Figure 39 also provides
tabular info nnation on stiffness, tip deflection and fundamental frequencies.
Because rather large tip deflections were obtained under Shuttle Orbiter
acceleration of 0.04 g with the aluminum structure, it was assessed
43
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1	 006
2	 0.25
3	 0.36
4	 053
5	 130
6	 1.47
1	 1 77
B	 2.00
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FIGURE 38
MODES AND FREQUENCIES OF PAC-I.LLY DEPLOYED
GROUND TEST ARTICLE - !'ASTRAN RESULTS
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FIGURE 39
RESULTS OF NASTRAN ANALYSIS OF PARTIALLY DEPLOYED TRUSS
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that improvements would be desirable for flight test. Otherwise, a mission
constraint of no thruster firing during the deployment or retraction sequences
would be required. To evaluate options that would be acceptable for flight
test	 a graphite/epoxy model	 was constructed.	 Figure 40 shows	 the
modifications to the desifn for analysis of the graphite/epoxy model. 	 The
crossectional area of the diagonals was increased and a change was made to
Increase the btiffness of the deployment system. This deployment system
change was important because the length of the Kevlar 29 cables provides low
stiffness in their extensional mode. The improved stiffness deployment system
Changes Made to AkanYKUn daseUne Model to Increase Stiffness
1 Replace Ahanriurn wnh GY-70 Graphite Epoxy ( • 10 Degree Plies)
Wtcreass Modulus from 10.5 MSI to 37 7 MSI
Decrease Density from 0.1 PCI to 0.0S6 PCI
2. Incorporate New, De-tign with Deploy Motors at B Nodes
Double Cable Stiffness and Keep it Constant 	 / 11Throughout the Truss	 r	 ^,J
Increaste !fast a! B Nodes to Include Motors	 SrL
9. Increase Bending Properiles of Diagonal Membsra
Add 4 0.5 x 0.25 Sections to Existing FBesm
isn
OPedy
Area
11n1'
11
Int
12
(Ine
J
Iln'
` oawi .Me 1.241 Aer .00s
r
Aw.oe.a 1.7164 flay .011 .oee
so "0 W. a
FIGURE 40
COMPOSITE TRUSS NASTRAN MODEL
localizes the drive motor at each A node rather than utilizing a single drive
motor at the base of the truss. The concept was derived in the Deployable
Volumes portion of the study and is presented in Figures 49 and 50 of Section
3.5. Resulting changes to the properties of the truss are also listed in
Figure 40. Figure 39 shows that the frequencies are considerably higher for
this new configuration and the tip deflections are 25 cm or less, which should
be satisfactory for a flight experiment.
2.4	 DYNAMIC AND THERMAL DISTORTION ANALYSIS
While the Table 2 Misalignment and Distortion specifications are
Interpreted as applying strictly to an actual flight article, since thermal
45
distortions within + 0.1 0 cannot be obtained under severe earth orbital
conditions with an aluminum) truss, tip deflection characteristics under
dynamic and thermal loadings were calculated in order to bound the expected
behavior of an aluminum structure were it to be flown.
With the maximum payloads arranged as previously shown in Figure
36, and the Table S stiffness properties of the BADF truss ground test
article,	 linear accelerations to produce + 0.1 0 tip distortions were
calculated. An acceleration of 1.4 x 10 -2 g was determined to result in
0.1 0 distortion under the Arrangement 1 bending loading, while a 2.2 x
10-2 g acceleration is necessary to result In 0.1
0
 distortion under the
Arrangement 2 torsional loading. Maximum maneuver accelerations estimated for
the Ref. (1) ASASP, for comparison, were estimated to be 1.5 x 10-3 g.
Figure 41 shows the results of the thermal distortion analysis.
First, orbital temperature transients were considered.	 Two thermal coatings
applied to the truss were evaluated. A thermal coating with approximately
equal solar absorptivity and emissivity values of 0.25 ^a leafing aluminum
silicone) was -valuated to have a temperature transient of abou t. 22 0C as it
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FIGURE 41
THERMAL DISTORTION OF ALUMINUM TEST ARTICLE UNDER ORBITAL CONDITIONS
transverses an orbit. A tube with an anodized aluminum surface having solar
absorptivity and emissivity values of 0.42 and 0.84, respectively, was also
analyzed. While the maximum temperatures reached with the anodized aluminum
are lower, the variation from hot to cold orbital conditions is about 330C.
If the opposing struts on the truss were shaded, unequal heating could be
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Imposed and thermal distortions would result. With maximum uneven heating of
200 to 300C, analysis showed the tip of a 14 m long beam (approximately
the length of the test article) would deflect about 0.3 0 to 0.40 0.5 to
5.5 cm).	 This would be a cyclic distrubance and could provide difficulty in
payload pointing.	 if such distortions could not be handled by the payload
pointing system other strategies might be necessary, such ab wrapping the
struts in multilayer insulation. 	 A more desirable solution would he
fabrication of the truss from graphite/epoxy.
3.0	 DEPLOYABLE VOLUMES CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Future missions such as a Space Station will require pressurized
volumes for use as crew quarters, manned laboratories, and transfer tunnels.
In addition, hangars for tasks to be performed on Orbital Transfer Vehicles
(OTV's) and maneuvering vehicles and!or payloads are projected, and may be
pressurized or unpressurized. To minimize launch costs and enable use of
volumes greater than those which can be transported by the Space Shuttle
Orbiter, it is important to consider deployable volumes.	 During Part 1 of
this study various concepts were evaluated, and the deployable
truss/inflatable bladder approach was selected as having major potential for
deploying large volumes with deployed/stowed ratios as great as 200:1. Part 2
was initiated to evolve the Part 1 truss/bladder concept for habitat and
hangar modules.	 Emphasis was placed on buildup and assr,mbly considerations,
where it was desired to maintain the large deployed/stowed volume ratio
achieved in Part 1 while minimizing the use of EVA and the RMS. Other
considerations to be addressed during Part 2 included Orbiter packaging and
launch suitability, compatibility with the Space Station, material suitability
for long:— term duration in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), and micrometeoroid impacts.
Special considerations for the habitat were crew accommodation, including
pressure maintenance and radiation shielding; equipment accommodation; crew
ingress/egress; design redundance; and heat rejection. Considerations unique
to the OTV hangar included equipment storage for the OTV; servicing/refueling;
ingress/egres. of the OTV; and provisions of work platforms, lighting, and
electrical power. In addition, it was desired for both applications to evolve
concepts for integrating the pressure bladder and thermal/meteoroid blanket
with the truss for automatic deployment, and to select the best truss design.
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MISSION SELECTION
[hiring Part 1 studies the NASA-41SFC Phase III SAMSP conceptual
der,ign (Ref. 2) was taken as a representative Space Station which could
utilize	 the	 benefits	 of	 deployable	 volumes	 for	 an	 OTV	 hangar,
:iabitat/experiment modules, and transfer tunnels 	 A similar concept which
could ;,lso benefit is the Reference 8 Space Operations Center (SOC). In
Figure 42, two other potential missions for the habitat are illustrated. One
is a 20-ft diameter module currently under study (References 2, 9) which could
be transported to orbit in an aft cargo compartment attached to the base of
the Shuttle external tank. This module could be applied a^ either a service
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FIGURE 42
POTENTIAL MISSIONS FOR DEPLOYABLE VOLUMES
module or a crew habitability module. Its vo11 1me is about 170 m 3 (6000
ft 3 ), compared to about 113 m 3 (4000 ft 3 ) for a stretched Spacelab
Module. Use of the deployable volume concept would allow a module of this
diameter to be easily packaged in the Shuttle Orbiter cargo bay. A more
substantial mission challenge would he a very large Space Station module, such
as represented by the 10m (33-ft) diameter 12-inan Integral Space Station (ISS)
habitat/experiment module studied through Phase B in the early 1970's
(Reference 10).	 This ISS module is very large, with about 1050 m 3 (37,000
ft 3 )	 pressurized	 volume,	 and	 four	 floors	 for	 crew	 and	 mission
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accommodation. Provisions for berthing tour Space lab-like pressurized
experiment modules on the sides are also included. Being significantly larger
than the Phase III SAMSP (about 450 m 3 (16,000 ft 3 ) habitat/ewperiment
area) ! the ISS module was chosen as a repreientat ive large volume which would
fboth; (1) demonstrate the capabilities of the deployable volume concept to
accomplish things using; the Space Shuttle which could not otherwise be
accomplished, and (2) provide a mature (Phase R) design basis which would
furnish representative miss ton, subsystem, and crew accommodation designs
without necessitating detailed subsystems studies under the current effort.
Re pre sent ative OTV design concepts were also selected
	 for
'	 consideration while evolving the deployable hangar. 	 Figure 43 pictures the
three chosen; Centaur G, Centaur G', and a reusable OTV concept used in SOC
hangar studies.	 These OTV designs differ in size, interface (aft cradle
support vs docking adapter) and tasks to be performed.
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3.2
	
GUID FLINE:S AND REQUIREMENTS FOR DEPLOYABLE VOLUW.S
Guidelines and Requirements for deployable volume studies were
'	 derived from review of prior large platform (Ref .1) and Space Station (Refs.
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11, 12) studies and current considerations. 	 Table 6 Conti
elines and requirements. Specific structural and mechanical
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NERAL GUIDELINES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR DEPLOYABLE VOLUMES
Evolve deployable truss. flexible bladder concepts from Part 1
Provide compatillAity for appbcation to • wide range of emerging Space Station
cone Qts
Consider Centaur and reusable OTV concepts
Consider:
Pressurized manned habitat/experiment modules
Pressurized and unpressurized OTV hangar modules
Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
MAW doiivery may be dry or wet
Retrec'lon not required
Compatible with Shuttle for launch and EVA/RMS operations
JSC 07700, Vol. XIV - Pay l oad Accommodation Handbook
Max stowed dimensions: 4.3m (14 tt) die envelope, with protubsf,,! was
16.2m (53.25 10 length, with docking module 8 EVA
Max weights. 29,485 kg (65,000 lb) mat launch
14,515 kg (32,000 lb) max planned landing
On-orbit attached operation. Vernier thrusters only
Consider deployable volume diameters, lengths, and weights up to limits of Shuttle
compatibility
Operational life of 10 years with maintenance
Crew changeout 90-160 days
are presented in Table 7 and Figure 44, and safety requirements
Berthing loads given in Table 7 are based on RMS capabilities.
ing velocities presented in that table are from Ref. (1) and were
based on consideration of prior space experience. Resulting loads depend on
acceleration rates arising from the docking impact, and the Space Station
mass. A maximum load of 1360 kg (3000 lb) was calculated assuming a 136,200
kg (300,000 lb) Space Station with a 0.01-g acceleration. Docking moment
applied at the interface depends on spring rate of the structure. A limiting
case moment applied by the Orbiter was suggested in Ref. (l) to be 162,700 N.m
(120,000 lb-ft), due to Orbiter strength considerations. Since this moment is
quite high and can be designed around, the current approach taken was to
evaluate the maximum moment which can be accommodated by the deployable truss
structure with only modest localized structural enhancement.
Allocation of functions/equipment among Space Station modules and
physical/performance characteristics of subsystem, experiment, and crew
accommodation equipment is highly mission and design dependent.
Representative selections and characteristics were determined from prior
studies, with emphasis on the 12-man ISS for the habitat/experiment module.
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'TABLE 7
STRUCTURAL/MECHANICAL GUIDELINES AND REQUIREMENTS
FCR DEPLOYABLE. VOLUMES
Pressure Level
Habrtat/l:xperknent Module: NorrUnal 0	 - 14.7 Pala
E mergent• b n 'e - a Peia
OTV Hangar: Unpressurized
Pressurized: 8 psis - 14.7 psi& nominal
6 pale - 8 pals emergency
Micrometeorord and Debris Protection
Probability of no penetration of 0.95 for 10 ysars
Meteoroids per NASA SP 8013
Debris per Kessier 1978 model
Stiffness
Firft mode frequency -0.1 Hz
DynanMc isolation from any high frequency rotating equipment
Strength
WKlr+tand acceleration of 0.02-9 during attitude control, reboost, or Orbiter
docking with Station
Withstand docking impact of Orbiter with deployable volume under conditions
of
- Closing velocity of 0.15 m/s (0.50 fps)
- Angular velocity of .2 deg/sac
Withstand berthing impact (using manipulator) conditions of:
- 182 kg (400 lb) any direction contact load
- 1627 N.m (1200 ft-lb) Nry direction interface moment
Hatches and Passageways
Minimum 1 m (40 inch) diameter (Orbiter - D• hatch) - larger perndssible
Safety Factors
• Unpressrwlzed Struc`ure -	 1.5 on ultimate strength
1.1 on yield strength
•	 Pressurized Volume -	 yield	 1.65 x limit pressure
(Metallic) burst =	 2.0 x limit pressure
Pressurized Volume -	 burst __	 3.0 x limit pressure
(Glass Window Panes!
• Pressurized Volume
(Flexible None• etallics)
Redundant Window panes
- burst	 5.0 x limit pressure
Leakage
• Atmospheric gas leak rate less than 3.3 x 10 kg/day/ml
(2.0 x 10
	 1b day/fit)
Pressure shell design to facilitate repetr
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t	 SAFETY GUIDELINES AND KLQUIREMENTS FOR DEPLOYABLE. VOLUMES
Space Radiation PrOlitCUDR
Allowable DON:
Limit DON (MM)
	`Q'G^^/
	
30 Day Ouarterty Maarty
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Skin	 75	 ,	 225
Eye	 37	
52
52	 112
Mcryow	 25	 35	 75
Shielding of 0.5 - 1.3 gm cm ' required most LEO orbits
Fluids
Only water and air ECLSS fluids in pressurized volume
i
No potentially explosive containers inside pressurized volume
IntNeal TarnpOralures
45 C (113 F) maximum touch temperature
Egress
Alternate egress routes curing both buildup and permanent occupancy
Emergency EVA IVA equipment stowage allocation in each pressure tsolatabie
volume
t VA hatches open either side, close in dMection of positive pressor* differential.
IVA hatches open either way: capabiilty low pressure equalization
Modundancy
• Compartmentation of the Space Station providing two separate pressurized
habitable volumus
Redundant safeY^ critical subsystem equipment and utilities located in
separate areas
Failure of a single structural member shall not place crew in immediate jeopardy
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`iF.',EOROID AND DEBRIS FLUX BET FEN 600 AND 1100 km ALTITUDE
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In genera l I the habitat module was required to fit the F
volume vs crew size presented in Figure 45, and the
requirements given in Figure 46.
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RELATIVE HABITABILITY FOR 4 MAN/90 DAY MISSION
Thermal management requirements which have an impact on the
current deployable volume study are maintenance of cabin wall temperature
53
iwithin acceptable limits and provision of teat rejection capability. While
cabin wall temperature is a complex function of both the Environmental
Control / Life Support Subsystem ( EC/I.SS) design and the external insulation
system design, the only variable which need be addressed here is the
Insulation system. ( It can safely be presumed that an adequate EC/LSS will be
incorporated as long as the deployable volume provides a suitable
configuration and space to accommodate it.) The design requirement is then
maintenance of a cabin wall temperature between about 15 0C ( 590F) and
4500 (113 0F), consistent with avoidance of condensation and the pain
threshold,	 respectively.	 Within these limits,	 the insulation must	 be
sufficient to avoid major heat loss or gain to the environment.
Heat rejection requirements are highly dependent on the overall
Space Station design philosophy and the mission experiment complement. In one
^•	 extreme, all the waste heat is transported to a centralized deployed radiator
located on a module such as the Power Module. 	 The other extreme is
decentralized heat rejection, with each module responsible for its own heat
rejection.	 Various shades	 inbetween are also practical 	 alternatives.
Missions with a large percentage of high power experiments, such as space
+	 processing, will have much greater heat rejection requirements than, say,
science experiments.	 Habitat /experiment module heat rejection requirements
j	 from some prior studies are about 5 kW for the MDAC Manned Space Platform
(Ref.  11) , about 13 kW for the NASA-MSFC Phase I SAMSP (Ref.  2) , and about 35
kW for the 12-man ISS (Ref. 10). Because of the design/mission sensitivity of
the heat rejection needs, the requirement imposed during the current study was
to maximize external body area available for radiators, consistent with the
overall deployable volume approach.
Another requirement with potential substantial influence on
deployable volume design is the provision of adequate Van Allen radiation
shielding to prevent an excessive dose to the crew. The required shielding to
avoid over-exposure has been the subject of a detailed evaluation during the
1977 and 1978 Space Construction Base (SCB) space station study conducted by
McDonnell Douglas (Ref. 12). That study evaluated low earth orbit missions
ranging from 28.50
 to 550
 inclination at orbital altitudes ranging from
400-500 km. This includes the range of orbital conditions considered by the
NASA-MSFC inhouse study for the SAMSP (Ref. 2) where a reference orbit of 390
km and a reference inclination between 28 and 560
 was considered.	 In
^P
.	 ^	 54
edefining shielding requirements for the SCB study McDonnell Douglas evaluated
the radiation dose accumulated by the skin, eyes and bone marrow, and
determined that the skin is most difficult to protect. Their studies looked
at mission durations from 30 days to 90-180 days. The allowable dose was 105
REM over a period of 90 days or 210 REM for a 180 day mission. This is equal
to a 1.16 RF.Ms per day allowable dose for the skin. The SCB study considered
module shielding in the range of 0.5 gm per sq.cm
 to about 1.4 gm per sq.cm ,
and determined that for an orbital inclination of 28.50 shielding of 0.5 gm
per sq.cm
 is more than adequate for the 90-180 day mission (only 65% of the
allowable dose).	 That margin allowed sufficient allocation for crew EVA
operations, .there the dose received is much higher. 	 At the 55 0 torbital
inclination and 500 km altitude the condition was much more severe.
	 Their
study showed that if no EVA were allowed the shielding requirement would be on
the order of 0.8 gm per sq.cm . from an analysis of the influence of EVA on
the module shielding, McDonnell Douglas concluded that .or a 55 0 orbit at
450 km altitude about 1.1 gm per sq.cm
 module protection is desirable. This
level of protection was in conjunction with a recommendation for additional
protection for the EVA crewmen, and short and well scheduled shifts.
	 It was
i estimated from their results that 1.3 gm per sq.cm would be required for a 500
km altitude at 55 0
 inclination. It was concluded for the current study that
required protection against the Van Allen radiation is in the range of
somewhat below 0.5 gm per sq.cm
 to a maximum of 1.3 gm per sq.cm , as given in
Table R.
3.3	 APPROACH FOR STOWAGE, DF.PI.OYMF.NT, AND BUILDUP
The trade tree shown in Figure 47 was constructed to evaluate
options for buildup of the deployable habitat. Many of the considerations
also apply to the hangar. The first level of options considered was the size
of the loading hatch to be provided for on-orbit installation of internal
subsystems and equipment. 	 The standard 1 m docking hatch requires minimal
space in the cargo bay, but severely restricts the size of equipment packages
which can be loaded through it. A rigid 4 m hatch represents about the
largest si.-.e which can be stowed in the cargo bay, is big enough for passage
of all equipment foreseen, and allows limited modularization. A full diameter
•
	
	 clamshell permits RMS installation of large groups of equipment mounted on
skids, but requires working in an unpressurized environment.
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r The second leve, of options considered was the stowed diameter of
the truss structure, either as small as possible to minimize volume in the
cargo bay, or as large as possible (consistent with the available cargo bay
payload envelope) to permit stowage of equipment inside the retracted truss.
The large stowed diameter also facilitates combined use of the central
structure for both equipment mounting and as a rigid backbone to support the
truss/bladder structure in the cargo bay.
The final level of options considered was whether to stow
equipment (for subsequent installation into the deployed volume) in a
pressurized container or an open pallet. Either option allows some
modularizat:on and use of skids, depending on loading hatch size selection.
The pressurized container faci l itates shirtsleeve transfer during buildup,
while an unpressurized pallet is more compatible with ZMS aided operations but
requires EVA.
The options selected, indicated by check marks on the figure, were
to stow equipment in a pressurized container concentric -.itnin the stowed
structure, and to provide it with as large a loading hatch as possible. This
rigid core container serves both as a storage space for structural elements
required for initial habitat deployment/assembly, and as a fully outfitted
habitable core module which will permit limited activation of the deployed
volume upon its initial Shuttle delivery flight.
For the deployable hangar, a somewhat different stowage
configuration was selected because it was necessary to provide side-by-side
mounting of the folded cylinder halves in the cargo bay in order to deliver
the entire hangar in one flight. While the idea of mounting equipment
concentric within the folded truss was retained, the 1.27m (4.17 ft) diameter
tunnel was chosen as the structure to define the core co; ainer diameter.
Pressurization of the container is not needed. This led to separately stowed
1.65m (5.43 ft) diameter airlocks, packaged parallel to the folded hangar
truss sectionG in the cargo bay.	 RMS/EVA installation of the airlocks
subsequent to hangar structure deployment is required.
3.4	 SELECTION OF TRUSS CONCEPT
At the close of Part 1 of the study two bidirectionally folding
truss concepts had been examined. One, the Biaxial Double Fold (BADF) truss
was evaluated as an extension of the concept used for the deployable truss
r
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beam. It was possible to obtained deployable volume diameter ratios between
about 8:1 to 16:1 with this truss, as indicated in Figure 48. There is also a
length change w'th the BADF truss as the volume is deployed (length shrinks at
—	
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FIGURE 48
CAPABILITIES OF DEPLOYABLE TRUSS OPTIONS
a ratio somewhere between 1.17:1 and 1.4:1). The other truss candidate was
the Martin Marietta Box Truss. With the Box Truss it is possible to deploy
volumes with diameter ratios between 7:1 and 13:1. Its length does not change
with deployment. As indicated In Figure 48, either of these trusses can
deploy into a cylindrical shape or into a round or square plate truss; or they
can be designed to deploy integrally into a round tube with an end plate. The
BADF can be arranged with the diagonals oriented at selected angles to tailor
the length change during deployment. 	 In the current conceptual development
effort it was desired to examine the features of both truss concepts and
select one for further development.	 Table 9 makes this comparison. 	 In
addition to the difference in length change of the two concepts, it is shown
that the Martin Box Truss requires actuation at each node where the BADF
requires actuation at every other node. The Box Truss has knee ,joints on both
• longitudinals and laterals, as compared to one piece longitudinals and
laterals on the BADF resulting in about 33% fewer joints in the load paths.
Fach of the truss concepts can accommodate utility integration; greater
I
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TABLE 9
SELECTION OF TRUSS STRI tCTURE FOR DE:PLOYABLF. VOLUMES
WNC •OX TRUSS	 VOUOMT BADF
No Length Change
	 OPONAB. ^tar.w ,, Length Decrease
During Deployment
	
OF POORli c ' 'Di.ring Deployment -
Q UALITY C.n Be Tailored
Deployment Actuation
Required Every Node
	
Deployment Actuation
Required Every Other
Knee Joints On	 Node
Longitudinal• ♦ Laterals
I-Pieta Longitudinals
Utility Integration	 i Laterals
Possible	 -33% Fewer Joints
In Load Path
Increased Utility
Integration Capability
SeteCt BADF -
Driver Is Bladder Length
Matching Owing Deployment
capability for this integration exists for the BADF. 	 A selection tl
the BADF was made, mainly because of its capability for tailoring thl
change during deployment to match the length change of the bladder, thereby
facilitating integration of the bladder directly with the structure.
3.5	 TRUSS DEPLOYMENT CONCEPTS
Because of the many cells involved it is not practical to deploy
the truss volume with a cable system originating at one point, as was done
with the truss beam. Figure 49 illustrates one of the concepts evaluated for
deployment of the deployable volume truss. This concept utilizes multiple
SYNC-MOTOR
^Y1Kf11-GABLE REEL
D `
J
"C Tom ^
	
FIGURE 49
MULTIPLE MOTOR/CABLE REEL CONCEPT FOR DEPLOYING LARGE BADF TRUSS
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synchronous motors, one locate at each B node and controlling four cables
each.	 This provides highly localized deployment and retraction forces to a
I	 few short cables, completing circumventing problems of cable stretch. 	 The
design also features significant redundancy. If a motor were to fail, spring
energy on the surrounding nodes (also acting to unfold the same diagonals)
would provide sufficient force to overcome the hangup. Since there are three
or four nodes surrounding each individual node, a sufficient force is
available to overpower a failed motor!rable reel.
	
A cable clamp design has
been incorporated to allow blip of each cable at a certain level selected to
avoid damage. Figure 50 provides additional detail for the multiple motor
cable reel concept showing the small synchronous motor and worm gear drive
mounted on the side of the vertical strut. Four cables are actuated through a
FIGURE 50
MULTIPLE MOTOR/CABLE. REEL CONCEPT FOR DEPLOYING LARGE BADF TRESS
grommet by a synchronous motor/worm drive mechanism incorporating a turn
limiter. A single variable frequency —source powers all the motors. An
alternate concept is pictured in Figure 51, where multiple motors are again
used but the mechanism is now located on the A nodes and a jack screw actuates
a linkage and releases a deployment lock. 	 If a motor stalled In this concept
it would be overpowered by the 3 or 4 adjacent motor/mechanisms operating in
i	 60
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FIGURE 51
MULTIPLE NOTCR/MECHAN7SA CONCEPT FOR DEPLOYING LARGE BADF TRUSS
parallel with it, and shear the pins in its drive cranks. 	 Because of the
linkages involved and the short moment arms they act through, this
motor/mechanism concept does not provide the overall stiffness to the deployed
structure that the localized cable concept of Figures 49 and 50 provides. The
mechanism of Figure 51 also precludes internal utilities routing through the A
nodes.
3.6	 CONCEPT FOR FOLDING AND DEPLOYING OF BLADDER AND INSULATION BLANKET
A concept for preattaching the bladder to the deployable truss and
deploying the two simultaneously is illustrated in Figure 52. The figure also
shows attachment and deployment of the external insulation blanket with the
truss. The fully folded configuration, illustrated in the center of the
figure, shows a bladder pleated longitudinally and folded concentric with the
canister core module, and a similar installation of the pleated external
thermal/meteoroid blanket A blowup of this configuration is illustrated by
the arrow.	 Half deployed, the pleats begin to unfold and, finally, at full
deployment the pleats have totally unfolded a-id form a smooth surface. Since
both the bladder and the structure change length when deployed, it is possible
to attach the bladder and external blanket to the structure only at one
longitudinal station; this is done in the center of the structure to a single
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FIGURE 52
PERIFERAL EXTERNAL BLANKET AND BLADDER FOLDING/DEPLOYING
row of A nodes. The blanket is pushed fully open by the deploying truss
cylinder, while the bladder must be fully opened by low gas pressure.
Remaining attachments to the structure are then made by IVA and EVA.
A scheme for folding the thermal/meteoroid blanket end discs is
illustrated in Figure 53. The radially pleated blanket is attached to the
truss at the outer A nodes. The balance of the pleated blanket is then rolled
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around the core extension as the outside diameter is reduced dw-i^ jj 'ol'dfng.
As the truss structure deploys the pleated end blankets automatical:y unwrep
and expand to cover the end structure.
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 	
OF POOR QUALlry
The selected habitat and hangar concepts are described in this
section with information provided on the op-rational aspects of delivery and
buildup as well as packaging Information and information on the detailed
structural characteristics. The section is closed with a summary of
supporting analyses performed to verify the concepts.
4.1
	
HABITAT CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
4.1.1	 Concept Description for Delivery and Safe'
Figure 54 pictures the concept for initial delivery and buildup of
the deployable habitat.	 It is assumed that a Space Station is already in
orbit.
	
A Space Shuttle carrying the habitat module and outfitted with a
docking module rendezvous with a Space Station and docks to it. Subsequent to
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	 .
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FIGURE 54
INITIAL DELIVERY AND BUILDUP OF DEPLOYABLE HABITAT
decking, using the RMI; F a rotary joint interface is berthed to one of the
docking ports on the Space Station. Following this the habitat is bertt e.i to
the other face of the rotary joint, again using the FMS. The purpose of the
rotary joint is to allow the deployable habitat to be positioned within reach
of the RMS for addition of external subsystems and elements. Once the
berthing of the habitat module to the Space Station has been accomplished, it
is deployed.	 This deployment is accomplished by a combination of the
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structural deployment system releasing its energy and light pressurization of
the annular bladder in the habitat. To provide for this light pressurization,
openings in the habitat for hatches are covered with a temporary seal. After
the initial deployment is accomplished, crewmen enter the bladder area and
complete the interfacing of the bladder with the truss structure by IVA.
Next, the docking hatches are removed from the cargo bay and installed in the
four external locatiors using the RMS. At the same time an IVA crewman
completes the seal between the hatch and bladder on the inside of the
deployable volume.	 The system is then checked for pressure integrity.
Following this the sutsysteias contained in the core module are activated and
checked out. At this point the securing of external items such as the
insulation blanket is completed. Next, the floor structure:: and airlocks are
installed. The initial delivery is now terminated by unlocking from the Space
Station and returning the Shuttle to earth. 	 The second Shuttle delivery is
pictured in Figure 55.	 The Orbiter carries up a cargo module which is
pressurized and about 4.3m (14 ft) in diameter by 15.2m (50 ft) long with an
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FIGURE 55
SUBSEQUENT DELIVERIES AND BUILDUP OF DEPLOYABLE HABITAT
internal v lume of about 200 m 3 (7000 ft 3 ).	 A docking module I% ;•i6o
installed in the Shuttle.
	 After rendezvous with the Space Station, the
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Shuttle docks into one of the experiment ports on the side of the habitat
module. This provides access to the conical airlock cargo port on the aft end
of the deployable volume. Using the RMS, this airlock is undocked from the
habitat module and berthed onto the berthing adapter on top of the cargo
module. The purpose of storing the conical airlock on the cargo module 1s
two-fold: 1) it provides a convenient location and 2) it provides an emergency
egress route for crewmen in the cargo module in the evert of an accident
during assembly and unloading. Again using the RMS, the cargo module is
berthed onto the end of the core module of the habitat. Hatches in both the
cargo module and the core module are approximately 2m (80 in) square to
	
i	
facilitate transfer of modularized cargo. 	 A pressurized environment is
provided to allow shirtsleeve operations. In addition, small articles which
are stored in the Orbiter cabin can be transferred through the docking
tunnel. An analysis of the equipment to be loaded into the deployable habitat
'ndicates .,at one cargo module loaded at about a ;,O y volume packing factor
can carry the entire internal equipment in one load.	 External equipment is
also installed on the habitat module at this time, depending on available
space in the Shuttle cargo bay for transport. Major items that require
installation include tankage for nitrogen anj oxygen which would be placed
Inside the deployed truss structure area on the end cap&, radiator panels, and
externally mounted subsystem components such as those for the freon coole nt
loop The tankage mentioned is in addition to a smaller quantity of high
pressure gases stored on the exterior of the core module on the Space Station
end. Because of the low density packing required in the cargo module, it may
be desirable to reduce its diameter and provide more space for transport of
radiator panels and subsystem items.	 The types of radiators that could be
applied would be body mounted radiators using the constructable radiator
concept currently under development by NASA-JSC. This would entail
installation of fluid manifolds at either end of the deployed habitat cylinder
and then mating long heat pipe panels into the fluid manifolds using a contact
heat exchanger interface similar to that also being developed with the
constructable radiators. Once the items are all transfered from the Shuttle
to the habitat, the cargo module is repositioned and loaded in the Shuttle
cargo bay and the conical airlock is reberthed to the core module.
	 The
Shuttle then undocks and returns to earth.
	
I -^
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Further studies are required to determine if it is possible to
carry all the external and internal equipment in the second Shuttle flight.
Depending on orbit selection, launch weight nay exceed Shuttle capabilities.
Although no system weight studies were Lade it is likely that the habitat
weight would be in the 5+,500 kg (120,000 lb) 7.ange of the ISS. If the
delivery weight could be evenly divided between flights, and an allowance of
1360 kg (3000 lb) were made for the docking module, the combined weight of
28,600 kg (63,000 lb) is marginal in any case. It may be that a third flight
Is necessary to completely outfit the habitat module.
Important elements of the large habitat module are its safety
features, illustrated in Figure 56. One element is compartmentation into two
separate pressurizable volumes. The second is dual egres 	 t several levels;
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FIGURE 56
OVERVIEW' OF DEPLOYABLE HABITAT SAFETY CONCEPT
between decks, between volumes, and f:om each volume. In order to enable
repairs to be made on orbit, an IVA airlock between volumes is prcvided. The
larger volume, V i , is the main living and experiment area. The second core
volume, V2 , serves the purFose of a refuge and is outfitted for twenty-o-i.
days with consumables, crew accommodations, control and communications,
emergency equipment. This smaller volume, V 2 , can also serve as a radiation
shelter during storms. Another safety feature is the provision of redundant
critical subsystems. This applies both in component redundancy in the major
subsystems for V I
 and V2 , and in the total redundancy in subsystems
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between	 V 1 and	 V 2 , providing	 V 2	with	 a	 limited	 redundant	 operational
capability.
4.1.2 Allocation of	 Functions
The
	
general arrangement
	 of	 the	 habitat	 is	 illustrated	 in	 Figure
57.	 The core module, pictured	 in	 cross-section,	 shows	 a	 large	 entrance	 door
at the airlock end and a second large door separating Volume 1 and Volume 2.
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FIGURE 57
HABITAT GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
These are the 2m (80 inch) square hatches for Lransport of modularized
equipment. The arrangement of functions between the various elements of the
main volume, V 1 , is shown.	 Subsystem equipment and bulk storage is provided
in the half-t ,)sous volumes at either end of the bladder. The three floors
have functions :allocated as indicated on the figure. These were derived from
the allocation of functions between four floors in the Ref. 10 Integral Space
Station study.	 That reference was also used to define the complement of
equipment and the volumes involved. Figure 58 shows the deck arrangements for
this equipment, which are representative but not optimized. Some of the
features of the arrangements include four docking hatches on the lower deck,
one served by an airlock which provides both emergency EVA and also experiment
functions.	 Passageways are provided on either side of the core to allow
t
interdeck transport in the event of emergency, as well as convenience.	 A
T
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FIGURE 56
MAIN DECK ARRANGEMENTS
larger opening with a removable section is provided on each floor to allow
relocation of large equipment as mission evolution proceeds. Staterooms and
facilities are provided for a crew complement of twelve.
The core module, Volume V21 functions are tabulated in Table
10. It provides a rigid backbone with preassembled subsystems for startup and
TABLE 10
CORE MODULE CONCEPT FOR HABITAT SECONDARY VOLUME V2
Provides Rigid Backbone
launch packoping and pallet Intenace
main structuful member on-orbit
Pro-Assembled Subsystems
startup operations from V,
backup control center
	
II
	 backup subsystems for limited Operation
Central Utilities
redundant utilities trunk tunnels
annular plenum f or V ECS ducting
Refuge Volume
21-day provisions for 12 man crew
storm shelter
persolial equipment for emergency rescue
EVA,'IVA capability
li Iod repair capability
Launch Stowage To Support V Deployment/Erection
floors and cullings
duc clop
electrical and fluid line bundles
airlock
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j	 backup, redundant utility trunk tunnels, and a convenient annular plenum for
environmental control system ducting for the main volume, V 1 . In addition,
It provides a refuge volume with limited repair capability and serves a second
purpose as a stowage volume during derloyment and assembly. A layout of V2,
approximately to scale, is given in Figure 59.	 Since it must serve as a
refuge it is important to provide adequate free volume for 12 men. The layout
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FIGURE 59
LAYOUT OF CORE MODULF V., SHOWING PRE-INSTALLED SUBSYSTEMS
AND FURNISHINGS
was based on the Celentano free volume criteria of a minimum of 3.26 m 3 (115
cu.ft.) per man for useful capability for a limited time period. The plan
view at the top of the figure shows the two redundant utility tunnels
containing the utilities to support both V 1
 and V 2 .	 It also indicates the
annular area at the outside of the core providing a plenum for V 1 air
distribution.	 During normal operation the hatches between V 1 and V2 are
open and the air is circulated between both. Valving is provided to seal off
the ducting in case of an emergency. A separate limited duration air
revitalization system is provided to support V 2
 and startup/emergency
operations in V 1 . The sleeping quarters for 12 consist of sleeping bags and
privacy curtains that can be retracted to provide additional isle space.
Hygiene areas are shown as are the control areas, galley, workbench, and
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1 environmental control/life support system dedicated areas. This layout
provides a total free volume (with the privacy curtains retracted) of about
40.1 m 3 (1415 cu.ft.), or about 3.34 m 3 (118 cu.ft.) per man for a twelve
man refuge chamber.
4,1.3	 Structural Design and Assembly
Using the selected Biaxial Double Fold truss, geometric studies
were conducted while varying the number of cells in the truss hoop from 28 to
80. Five geometric combinations of hoop and end plate truss cell numbers and
sizes which can be folded and deployed while connected together at the A and B
nodes were determined. Figure 60 shows the 68 cell hoop selected for the
habitat deployable truss structural configuration. There are 212 cells in the
end pletes.	 This configuration was selected as the best compromise between
deployed strength and folded compaction.
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HABITAT DEPLOYABLE TRUSS STRUCTURAL CONFIGRATION
Figure 61 shows the structural concept selected for the deployable
deck design for the habitat module. The Biaxial Double Fold truss concept was
again used, and each deck was subdivided into four pie-shaped sections. The
four sections are cut at 45 0
 to the square cells because nodes can be split
at 450
 without any duplicate parts in parallel when sections are joined to
complete the truss. The floes '"' ar= attached to both the core module and the
truss cylindcL, wt.icl :.re alre^ijy connected together by torsion in the bladder
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FIGURE 61
DEPLOYABLE DECK DESICN FOR HABITAT MODULE
and by external connectors at each end. Therefore, no surface tension
diagonals are used to provide floor truss shear stiffness, which would be a
redundant load path and could possibly cause problems in floor support
ali i3nment due to tolerances. The floor truss will provide a 15.2 cm (6 inch)
grid pattern of nodes with an attach socket in each node. Mounting equipment
at any location is possible by orienting attachment patterns in the base to
match the floor gird. Floor truss thickness is also 15.2 cm (6 inch), and the
area compaction ratio is about 36:1. A flooring mesh, as shown in Figure 62,
covers the 13.2 cm space between the truss atruts to provide a defined surface
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FLGORNTILITY INSTALLATIONS FOR DEPLOYABLE HABITAT
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and to allow boot interface.	 The opposite Fide of the floor truss supports
utilities harnesses and conduits, air ducts, and light fixtures for the
compartment below.	 These are covered with a false ceiling to form a
light/air/sound/privacy seal between compartments.	 The floor truss structure
is attached to the central core at one point and then is expanded to its full
diameter using spring energy and a simple restraint mechanism. Structural
connections are then made through the y indicated penetration in the bladder to
the outer truss, and connections to the core module are completed The 2m (80
inch) square opening for transport of equipment is provided by leaving out a
section of several cells from two of the four pie shaped truss sections. To
minimize the wasted space during suhsequent operation, an insert with a
smaller opening is added.
The concept for installation of the four docking ports into the
outside diameter of the deployable structure is illustrated in Figure 63. The
docking port is insetted through the truss structure and interfaces with the
bladder.	 In order that the installation may be accomplished using the RMS, an
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FIGURE 63
DOCKING PORT INSTALLATION FOR DEPLOYABLE HABITAT
Autolock rnupler is provided on outer nodes
i
of	 the	 truss to interface with	 the
docking	 port	 structure.	 Similarly,	 pin slots	 are provided	 to	 interface
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between the docking structure and the truss structure at the inside diameter
of the truss. These connections are made without EVA assistance. The
interface between the bladder and the flange of the docking structure requires
IVA. A temporary cover and seal is removed from the opening in the bladder by
the IVA astronauts and the bladder is bolted to the flange.	 A telescoping
sliding capability is provided in a collar attached to the truss node
couplers. The primary docking thrust load is taken by the bladder. Then
additional sliding causes the telescoping section to bottom and the excess
thrust is shared b y both the truss structure and the bladder after the
overload stops are contacted. The primary bending loads on the docking port
are taken by the truss structure through the sliding collar due to the low
bending stiffness in the bladder interface area.
Once the docking hatches are Installed and pressure integrity of
the bladder is insured , additional work inside the volume can be accomplished
in i shirtsleeve environment. Figure 64 illustrates the sequence of
accomplishing floor and airlock installation. On the left side of the figure
the stowage positions are indicated where the folded floor structure is stored
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on the back of the 2m (80 inch) square intervolume door. 	 The .airlock is
stored for launch in volume V 2 .	 First, the door is removed from its sliding
rail and positioned in V I .	 The upper and lower torous decks are next
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installed. Following this the airlock is transported from V 2 into V, and
installed on one of the hatches. The floor Installation is then completed and
the intervolume door is replaced. Not shown in figure 64 is the IVA airlock
which is also carried on the first Shuttle flight and installed at the same
time the EVA airlock is installed. The next step in buildup is to install the
remafndez of the floor and utilities runs in V 1 .	 The floori-g mesh Is
unrolled and placed on the floor. 	 The air delivery duct and the electrical
at,d fluid harnesses are then removed from V 2
 and installed. The utilities
are routed to predetermined locations and are pre-sized Lo the right
dimensions upon delivery.
4.2	 HANGAR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Three OTV configurations were presented in Figure 43 of Section
3.1: Centaur G; the Air Force version of Centaur G, Centaur G'; the longer
NASA version; and a reusah!.e CTV v)t:cept derived by Boeing under NASA Contract
NAS1-16088 and used in the Refvri•nL oe 8 Space Operations Center Study. The two
Centaur vehicles provide r. N%iraeteriztics representative of a near term ground
based cryogenic OTV, while ttie RoEing concept is representative of a potential
unmanned space-based cryogenic revisable OiV. Other potential users of an OTV
hangar include solid propellant upper stages and a future manned OTV (Ref.
8). The manned OTV would be considerably larger, estimated in Ref. 8 to be
about 25 m (81 ft) long by 4.5 m (15 ft) diameter with a mass of 54,000 kg
(130,000 lbs). With this additional size, and the considerations associated
with manned operations, the OTV hangar physical characteristics would
necessarily be impacted from those required to accommodate the Figure 43
vehicles. It is expected, however, that the basic concept derived herein
would remain applicable. Another vehicle which will play a role in OTV hangar
operations is the TMS, both as a maneuvering aid for the OTV and payloads
relative to the hangar, and as an orbital transfer vehicle itself, acquiring
and delivering satellites when servicing operations are performed.
Potential uses for the OTV hangar have been enumerated in Refs. 2,
8, and 9. For non-reusable OTVs the hangar may find use in final checkout of
the OTV before orbital transfer f rom the Space Station, and also for payloads
that are too large to be delivered to orbit with the OTV in a single Shuttle
mission. In that situation the hangar may be used for payload/OTV mating
operations, and it may also be used as a parking facility for the OTV for a
period of a few weeks while the payload is delivered by another Shuttle
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flight.	 It is also possible that on-orbit fueling of a non-reusable OTV in I
the hangar would be needed for future missions if a space-based propellent
depot were available in conjunction with a Space Station. 	 In the case of
space-based reusable OTV vehicles, 	 reft,eling, maintenance, and payload
changeout could take place in the hangar.
While the present study presumes that a requirement for an OTV
hangar exists, some prior studies have addressed the question of the
	
fjustification of a hangar based on thr benefits that might be derived. Table	 y
11 a mmarizes some of the potential benefits of using an OTV hangar. One of
the main henefits resulting from hangar usage is the fact that an EVA
spacesuit will not be required with extravehicular visor assembly and full
thermal insulation. In order to perform IVA it will only be necessary to have
a pressure garment and life support system for the crewman (if the hangar is
not pressurized) rat ►ier than the full insulation complement. 	 This would	 j
result in much better visibility and dexterity. 	 Other obvious benefits are
the provision of a benign environment to work in, which benefits both the OTV
and possible payloads as well as the crew. 	 Since allowable crew exposure to
the radiation environment is limited, the radiation shielding the hangar
provides will avoid shortening allowed tenure of crewmen on orbit. Another
advantage is that the hangar provides contair7^Lnt for items that may be
1
dropped, and facilitates management of refuge or expelled matter from the
vehicle. If the hangar is pressurized there are further benefits that
accure. Because the crew is operating in a pressurized environment no suit
will he required and a greatly Improved mobility and dextrity will result. In
addition, the lost time due to pr.-' ,,reatl±ing will be elimina.ed, as will be
the time required to cion the suits. A distinct disadvantage of operating the
OTV hangar pressurized Is the fact that depressurization during egress and
Ingress of the vehicle will be required. With a volume of 850 m 3 (30,000
ft 3 ), such as Indicated in our conceptual design, about 20 t( SO kW will be
required to pump down the hangar over a period of about 24 hours. While this
penalty appears large, it may be possible to avoid any real penalty thr')ugh
scheduling. Another potential disadvantage of performing refueling, servicing
and maintenance operations in a pressurized environment is the potential
hazard due to spillage or leakage of dangerous fluids. Ak;altional work will
have to he carried out to determine if a suitable containment concept can be
Implemented to allow this to be safety done. Another altnerative mentioned in
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TABLE 11
DEPLOYABLE HANGAR GUIDELINES AND PURPOSE
HANGAR BENEFITS - GEaERAL
Provides benign thermal/radiation/meteoroid/debris environments
avoids compromise to crew work shifts and tenure
protect: OTV and mating spacecraft (including
extended parking)
Provides improved visibility
3600 lighting
avoids solar protective visor
Improves mobility and dexterity
no glove or suit thermal insulation required
untetnered translation acceptable
Provides containment
avoids need for tether on parts and tools
facilitates management of refuse and expelled matter
BENEFITS OF PRESSURIZATION
Greatly improves crew mobility and dexterity
. no pressure suite
No time lost prebreathing (as applicable) or donning suits
(but hangar pumpdown time is added to move OTV in or out)
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Ref. 8 is that of pressurizing a hangar with an inert atmosphere which would
provide most of the advantages previously listed.
4.2.1	 Operational Concept
Figure 65 illustrates the basic approach for OTV ingress and
egress.
	
Three important characteristics of that system are shown in the
figure.	 First, the circular, cylindrical hangar pivots open like a clamshell
providing a large opening for the OTV. Second, internal bard structure iii the
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FIGURE 65
CONCEPT FOR OTV INGRESS/F.GRF.SS
hangar provides a firm mounting for the OTV and consists of a central core
tunnel for the docking adapter and a deployed truss beam which incorporates
guide rails. The third element is the docking Interface, illustrated here as
a rail guided docking ring. It is shown in use with the reusable OTV, which
has a docking ring on the forward end. The OTV may either he brought in the
proximity of the hangar and ti.en flown into the docking ring or berthed into
the docking ring using the RMS. After docking is accomplished the rail guided
docking ring is translated with the OTV into the hangar and hard docked into
the tunnel. As appropriate, additional supports may be made by the dolly such
as an extension of the dolly under the OTV with arms to pick up the trunnion
mounts already on the OTV for Shuttle interface. The rail guided docking ring
Is mission specific hardware and would be suitable only for the situation
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Iindicated where the OTV has a docking adapter on the front. 	 Other OTV
vehicles such as	 he Centaur hjive a docking cradle on the aft end. 	 The
adapter ring would then be configured to interface the OTV with a structure
similar to the cradle which would, in turn, dock into the hangar tunnel for
firm support. For suitations where payload mating with the front of the OTV
is desired, the docking ring would have a configuration whict, interfaces
directly with the trunnions on the OTV or with an adapter situated on the aft
end of the OTV allowing free space for payload mating. By extending the rail
support beam further from the base of the hangar, through incorporation of an
extension mechanism, other options would become available for interfacing with
the OTV. For instance, the rail guided docking ring in Figure 65, could be
swiveled on the vertical post supporting it. This would allow rotation of the
OTV from a -)osition in fro--,t of the docking ring to a position behind the
docking ring before it is translated into the hangar. It could then be mated
with a dolly carrying trunnion supporrs and backed into the hangar allowing
free space for work on the front end of the OTV.	 Once the OTV has been
successfully docked and secured to the hangar structure, the hangar clam shell
.could be closed and the system would be pressurized. 	 This would allow
entrance of the crew from the Space Station platform element through the
passageway in the airlock and out through the door shown in the tunnel. 	 If
the hangar were unpreL:e-razed the route would be the sa,ae but the airlock
would be used to go from the pressurized platform to the unpressurized hangar
area.
4.2.2	 Design and Assembly
Additional details defining the conceptual design configuration of
the deployed OTV hangar are given in Figure 66. The reusable OTV is shown in
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the• hangar underl;oing a refueling operation. The e• entral load carrying
structure is the• 1.65 m (5.4 ft) diameter airlock which is mated to ttlr 1.27 in
(4.2 ft) diameter tunnel which, in turn, mates and supports the OTV throc ► gh
the docking ring. The deployed rail support beam is also part of the main
structure. It provides a guideway for the movable work platforms as well as a
strongback mounting structure for the dolly which interfaces with the OTV and
the docking ring. The deployed truss structure interfaces with the airlock to
provide the structural attachment on the fo rward end.	 It is hinged to the aft
half which Is opened and closed using dual acto tors. A second airlock is
afixed to the aft end of the hatlgar to provide an alternate egress route
during pressurized operation should in emergency block egress through the
forward end of the hangar.	 1"he bladder is attached to the sepetrate hangar
halves during stowage and is deployed with the hangar. 	 FVA is reyutred to
install the bladder edge frame (which supports the seal hetwcen ttae halves)
.end the seal -: hetween the airlocks and the bladder. The cxternal
thermal/meteoroid blanket is also folded and deployed with the taangar hilt is
not shown in the figure. The work platforms are also RADF deployable truss
structure as .are the storage platforms at the forward and aft ends of the
hangar.	 Also shown In the  t i+;ure are stored spare engines in canisters and
other small equipment items necessary for servicing the reusable OTV. While
space is .adequate inside the hangar for the reusable OTV and spares shown, if
it payload were to be mounted to the 011' additional space could he provided
possibly by external storage of spares or by lengthening the hangar. While
sufficient interior space exists for mating numerous payloads to the shorter
Centaur OTV versions, the extra space would be require; ► for the reusable OTV.
The length of the hang;ar is determined by the Shuttle cargo hay length. 	 The
forward half of the design shown is the maximum length that can he stored in
the cargo bay.	 The att half could he lengthened to the same as the forward
half providing a ► • overall length increase of about lm. Should a r;t i I 1 longer
hangar he required, a second Shuttle flight could he used to transport
intermediate sect ions of about 12m in length each.
Figure 67 gives additional detail on the OTV hangar Imc•kagtng
configtaration.	 The forward half of the hangar !s shown. 	 The configuration
for the aft tin II would he similar. 	 A central core cyItnder forms tt ► e
s  i tic  ti ra 1 s  rung back for support ink; tlae retracted t russ i n the Shut t Ie cargo
1.
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FIGURE 67
OTV HANGAR PACKAGING CONFIGURATION FOR LAUNCH
bay and for containing, the various equipment items necessary for outfitting
the structure. The docking tunnel forms part of this core cylinder. The two
airlocks are stored parallel to the folded truss as is the other Half of the
deployable structure. Figure 68 shows the truss arrangement selected for the
hangar constructural configuration. The end plate consists of 80 cells and
i
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FIGURE 68
HANGAR DEPLOYABLE TRUSS STRI'CTURAI. CONFIGURATION
the hoop of 36 cells, selected as ttie best compromise between deployed
strength and folded compaction. The non-cubical dimensions of the cells were
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chosen to match the bled.er lenKth change during folding. At the core of thl•
truss short trnnsitlon structure is required to Interface with the airlock.
The detachable cIrc-ular hoop hladder edge fr+Ime is shown In Figure 69 1n hot It
the folded and deployed configurations. The stowage location is glvl • n in
^ R^
•	 ..	 011 J
,.r	 t
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FIGURE
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Figure 67.	 A crosseccional illustration is given in Figure 70 showing the
attachment of the bladder to the tr.imes and showing the seal arrangement .
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1 Installation of the frame onto the deployed structure utilizes both RMS and
EVA operations. The er.cire sequence of operations required for deploying and
building up the hangar is summarized in Table 12.
TABLE 12
OTC' DEPLOYABLE HANGAR BUILDUP
1. Dock Orbiter to Platform Element
2. satin Au Lock to Prattorm Element (RMSI
Z. Deploy First Halt of Hangar Module, Remove Forward Cure Support, and
Install Tunnel Eno on A'r Luck (RMS A EVA)
4. Deploy Second Hall of Hangar Module ,Connect by Hinge and Dual Actuators
to First Hail (RMS 6 EVA)
S. Remove Core Support and Install Air Lock to Second Hall (RMS A EVA)
A. Remove Remaining Core Supports and Install Bladder Edge Frames ;RMS A EVA)
1. Close Hangar and Complete Bladder Attachments, Pressurize Hangar and
Check Se,ils (EVA t RMS)
B Remove Deployabie Decks and Rail Support Bosom loom Cora Cylinder and
T, noel and Install (Shirtsleeves)
g Pump Down Bladder, Open :Iangar to Remove Core Cylinders and Install
Spare Equipment anA Tools (EVA A RMS)
10. Hangar Is Complete and Ready for Docking OTV
4.3
	 DEPLOYABLF. VOLUMES ANALYSES
Several preliminary analyses were performt•d in support of the
deployable volume concept evolution in order to assure I'vasibility, to assess
capability .o meet mission requirements, and to provide design definition.
The tollowing four subsections summarize these analyses.
4.3.1	 Structural and Dynamic Analyses
Sizing of the main truss Ftructure, habitat core module structure,
bladder and thermal/meteoroid blanket were all carried out based on all
mission requirements considerations and evaluated for structural integrity.
These are presented below with the exception of the thermal/meteoroid
protection which is evaluated in the following Section 4.3.2. The overall
deployable structure configuration has already been described for the habitat
and hangar modules in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The truss members for both cases
were sized from packaging considerations to be 3.8 cm (1.5 in) diameter
r	
1raphite/epoxy tubes. A tube wall gage of about Imm (0.043 in) was selected
1	
with the material properties of GY10/934 graphite/epoxy assumed based on a
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symmetric	 8-ply layup with 4	 10 0 ply orientations.	 Those
properties are the saint a-, determined during fart 1 deployable linear truss
studies.	 Its molulus is 260 CPa (37.7 x 106 psi) and its ultimate
compressive strength is 330 MI'a (48 x 10 3 psi).	 Density is 1.78 gm/cm3
j	 (111 lbs/ft 3 ).	 The central core and tunnel/airlock material selection was
6061-T6 aluminum alloy. The gages selected were 0.32 cm (0.125 in) for the
tunnel and airlock areas, and 0.16 cm (0.060 in) for the 11 ft diameter
central module. Properties of this alloy are an ultimate compressive strength
of about 310 MPa (45 x 10 3 psi), a mcdjlus of 7: CPa (10.5 x 10 6 psi) and
a density cf 2.77 gm/cm 1 (173 lb/ft 3).
They flexfbla material selected for the bladder structural layer
was Kevlar 49 fabric. DuPont fabric style S-231, which is a plain weave
material with a thicknes of about 0.025 cm (0.010 in) and a weight per unit
fabric has a`	 s;area of C.017 gu+ /cm 	 ((1.035 lb/ft 2 ), was chosen.	 Thi
ultimate tensile btrength )f about 445 MPn (65 x 10 3 psi).	 Structural
consideration, show that a total fabric thickness of about 0.76 cm (0.30 in)
is required to support the pressure load with a safety factor of 5. 	 This
translates into 30 plys of the fabric for the habitat module. The hangar
module requires approximately 0.51 cm (0.70 in) which is 20 plys. Other than
the structural layer ,just described for the habitat and hangar ;nodules, two
other layers were included in the bladder. The inside layer, for atmospheric
containment and a flame barrier, wa taken from thy Ref. 6 concept and
consists of the following layup: an inner film of aluminum foil to serve as a
flame barrier, an adhesive film, a laminate of Capran (Nylon film) and Nylon
cloth, another adhesive film, a 0.18 cm (0.07 in.) thickness of closed cell
ethelvene propylene terpolymer (EPT) foam, an adhesive film, and another
Capran/Nylon cloth laminate.	 The outer most layer is another laminate of
Capran film and Nylon cloth.	 The weights per unit area of the three layers
are 0.0083 gm1cm 2 (0.017 lb/ft 2 ) for the outer layer, 0.51 gm/cm2 (1.04
lb/ft 2 ) for the structural layer, and O.685 gm/cm 2 (0.173 lb/f t 2 ) for
the inner atmospheric and flame harrier layer, giving a total weight per unit
area	 of	 0.60	 gm1cm 2	(1.23	 lh/ft 2 )	 for	 the	 total	 habitat
	
bladder.
Estimated overall thickness of the habitat bladder Is 1.0 cm (0.393 in). 	 The
hangar bladder differed only in the structural layer, with a resulting overall
weight per unit area ^f 0.43	
2	 1
	 	 ^;m/cm (0.88 lb/ft ) and thickness of 0.74 cm
(0.293 in).
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Table 13 summarizcs the results of structural strength analyses
conducted for the deployable volumes. Adequate margins of safet y were found
under launch loads, on orhi; accelerations, and berthing. Do,-king loads were
TABLE 13
STRUCTURAL STRENGTH ANALYSIS FOR DF.PLOYARLE VOLUMES
LAUNCH LOADS
NIOh margln of safety In stowed conflpurallon under eme.gency lending
(a S-g rnaa. acceleration)
ON -ORBIT ACCELERATION
Me  load due to 0 02-9 •	 ifte In high margin of safety In both truss
structure and cot* modulo
Critical point Is of cure dockl.ig adapter Interface to Space Station
B_=RTHING
Lowest margin of safety of 1.3 In lrwes/docking hatch interface In
habitat module
DOCKING
Under 3000 lb docking loads modest local beef up of deployable #ruts
is required
Docking halches located In deployable truss liihiled to about 90.000 ft-lb
mornent with modest local beetup
found to be most critical. High stress valees were determined in the vicinity
of the docking adapters and the vicinity of r ite interface area with the tunnel
and airlock sections.	 These high Stresses ccc!.rred in the Rrap'•if• epoxy
structure. In the vicinity of the side docking adapters on the hat,.tat madule
it was necessary to replace the tubular grapi ► ite/epoxy longerons with solid
rods. This resulted in the capability to withstand a moment of up to 1221000
N.m (90,000 lb-ft) and to take tt • e 1360 kg (3000 lb) load. In the case of the
hangar it was also necessary to increase the croshectional area of the struts
to about 4 cm (0.62 in ` ) both where the struts interface the end airlock
docking adapter and where the struts interface the forward airlock and
tunnel.
	
With this modification the 1360 kg (3000 lb) docking force or the
162,100 %-m	 (120,000	 lb-ft) moment could be accepted.
C Table 14	 summarizes	 results: of	 stiffness analyses	 on deployable
f	 volumes. Spring rates	 in	 bending	 and	 extension	 are given	 in	 the table	 for
both	 the habitat module	 and	 the	 hangar. The	 frequencies	 are	 also shown	 for
the	 first modes, which	 in all	 cases	 were significantly higher	 than the	 0.1	 Hz
minimum.
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TABLE 14
DEPLOYABLE VOLUMES - SPRING RATES AND FREQUENCIES
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4.3.2	 Th1•rmaliMeteoroid/Debris Analyses
Tile rma'.	 protection	 requirements for	 the	 do ployable	 habitat	 and
hangar	 are	 straightforward.	 The	 inner	 wall temperatures	 must	 be	 maintained
below	 the	 pain	 tnresr.old	 of	 about	 4500	 (1130 F) and	 above	 the	 maximum	 cabin
dew	 point	 temperature	 which	 is	 about	 16 0C (600F).	 In	 addition,	 minimal
heat	 train and	 loss	 through	 the	 exterior wall to	 the	 contents	 of	 the	 deployed
volume	 must	 be	 maintained.	 The	 approach chosen	 was	 to	 use	 an	 integral
thermal/meteorn'd	 blanket	 on	 the	 exterior of	 the	 structure.	 The	 current
Spacelab	 layup	 was	 used	 as	 a	 representative blanket	 design	 without	 detailed
analysis.	 Figure	 71	 illustrates	 the approach which requires the same 	 level of
protection as the NASA—MSFC SAMSP.	 The blanket	 thickness is about	 0.5 cm	 (0.2
In)
	
uncompressed,	 and	 the	 weight	 per	 unit area	 is	 about	 0,05	 gm/cm 2	(0.1
lb/ft 2).
The meteoroid protection approach was also similar to that used in
t ie :AriSP design as illustrated in Figure 72. For the current deployable
volune study that design was modified consistent with differences in
deployable volume materials and the approach of mounting, the blanket on the
exterior of the truss structure which yielded a greater standoff distance.
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THERMAL PROTECTION APFROACH
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I The analytical relationship in Figure 72 is from P.ef. 13. 	 The expr:^saion
gives pressure vessel wall thickness required to avoid penetration of a
meteoroid to such a depth that spalling of the back surface occurs. The
criteria for validity of thee; expression are that the bumper thickness be
greater than or equal to 0.04 x meteoroid diameter and also that the spacing
between the bumper and wall be less than or equal to 30 x meteoroid diameter.
No improvement in meteoroid protection is obtained when grater spacings are
used. Based on the blanket layup, the standoff distance provided by the
deployable truss structure, and the bladder layup, Otie meteoroid penetration
probabllitit—, were calculated using the meteoroid distribution curve given in
the Requirements (Section 3.2) and the equation given in Figu. p 72.	 :t was
necessary to express the meteoroid thermal blanket thickness 4 .. terms of an
e^ulvalent Aluminum sheet thickness in order to use this equation. 	 Rased on
the studies of Nei. R, the thermal meteoroid blanket was estimated to have an
equivalent aluminum thickness of 0.13 cm. 	 The wall properties were taken to
be those of the Kevlar-49 fabric and did not include the other layers in the
layup (which have misch smaller yield strengths) .	 It was calculated that the
habitat module pressure bladder and meteoroid blanket will stop a 3.25 cm
diameter meteoroid. The external surface area of the habitat module exposed
to meteoroids is 786 m 2 .	 Entering Figure 44 with a 3.25 cm diameter
meteoroid the cumulative flux for all sizes Iarger is approximately 2 x 10-8
impacts/m ` -year.	 With that flux and a duration of ten years, using the 786
:n 2 exposed area, the probability of no penetrations is 0.998. This very
high value illustrates one of the benefits of the geometry for the deployable
volume.
The Figure 44 debris flux was also considered and the debris
penetration characteristics of the habitat were evaluated. The debris
velocity is approximately 10 km/sec compared to tune much higher meteoroid
velocity of 20 km/sec. However, since debris is largely fragments of
sFacecra_`t the density of aluminum (2.77 gm/cm 3 ) should be representative,
much greater than the 0.5 gm/cm 3 of meteoroids. The Figure 72 equation and
r2	 its criteria for applicability also predict a debris object of 3.25 cm
F; diameter will be stopped by the deployable habitat design. From the 1978
debris model the probability of the habitat encountering a debris fragment of
this size or larger during 10 years was calculated to be 0.05; therefore, the
probability of no penetrations is approximately 0.95. 	 If a space radiator
88
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were added on the outside of the thermal meteoroid blanket additional
improvement in debris protection would result.
	
n typical radiator is
approximately 0.5 gm/cm 2 in weight (1 lb/ft 2 ). Adding the equivalent
aluminum sheet thickness of 0.18 cm resulting fruc: this radiator weight to the
blanket equivalent thickness of 0.13 cm rer•r•'_s in the capability of the
combination stopping a debris fragment up to about 8 cm diameter. The result
is now improved to where the probability of no debris penetration for ten
years is increased to about 0.975 and further emphasizes the advantage of the
deployable volume approach for both meteoroid and debris protection. The
necessity of deploying separate bwxpers for debris protection, as was dons in
Ref. 8, is completely avoided.
4.1.3	 Radiation Protection Analyses
As given in the Requirements Section Table 8, it was seen that a
shielding of 0.5 to 1.3 gm/cm 2
 is necessary to protect the crew against
space radiation over a 180 day period. For the habitat module in the V1
area (outside the inner core), radiation protection Is obtained from the
bladder material, the exterior thermal meteoroid blanket, and to some extent,
the deployable trues structure. In addition Extra protection is provided if a
radiator is installed on the outer diameter. The thermal/meteoroid blanket
provides about 0.05 gm/cm 2 of mass; the truss structure provides an
equivalent of about 0.06 gm/cm 2 and the bladder provides about 0.6
gm/cm2 . The resulting total protection for occupants of Volume V 1 is
about 0.74 gm/cm2 . With the radiators added to the exterior of the habitat
module, the protection is increased to 1.21 gm/cm 2 In the area of the
radiators. The hangar module with its Slightly less thick bladder .-rovides a
protection level of about	 0.54 gm/cm 2 .	 It is no ,	expected that	 a
significant portion of the external area of the hangar mod ►ile would be covered
with radiators.
	
These levels of radiation protection should be adequate for
missions at the lower inclinations and altitudes, such as the reference
mission for the SAMS p . For a more severe environment an extra layer of
material, perhaps in the form of a blanket, could be added on the outer
portion of the structure or the outer portion of the bladder.
`	
4.3.4	 heat Rejection
f	
An exterior area of about SOU m 2
 is available on the outer
1111 	
diameter of the cylindrical section of the habitat.
	 If thie entire area were
covered with radiators each with a total emissivity of 0.8, a fin
89
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effect ivencss of	 0.9,	 a mean radiating to-; mature of 700F, and a
environmew.al sink temperature of 0 0F, !f would be possible to reject about
65 kW.	 Because of the cutouts necessary for the four docking ports on the
cylindrical section, somewhat lesser area would actually be available. An
upper practical limit of 50 kW heat rejection for the temperatures cited above
Is probably reasonable. With the deployable habitat concept presented in this
report the radiators would be added after deployment of the volume. 	 A
candidate type of radiator would be a constructible radiator, which consists
Of a heat pipe embedded in a radiating fin. 	 Current work sponsored by
NASA-.1SC indicates that lengths up to about 60 ft are practical for
constructable radiators with widths of about 1 to 2 ft. These constructable
radiators p1uR into a contact heat exchanger interface at the ends of the
panel-;. A constructable radiator system can be envisioned which appears as a
series -)f slats laying on the outer diameter of the cylindrical portion of the
habitat and oriented parallel to its axis. Based on prototype work completed
on constructable radiator interfaces, it would be feasible to install these
radiators using the RMS subsequent to deployment of the deployable volume.
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't,0	 SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY NEEDS FOR IIEPLOYABLE MAWS
Three	 aeries	 of	 technology	 nreds	 were	 identIIied:	 docking
Intertacea, bott goods and connectors.. Table lS showe two docking interface
needs which were determined to be required in the deployable volume hteldy.
[luring buildup ;t rotating _Iotot or IndexinY Joint at the docking Interface
TABLE 15
SITCIA1. TECHNOLOGY NUDS - I)0t7t I N : INTFKFACES
1 Notating ktinl at pocking Intdrtsee gelween Wsa11a1 and station
I go rolallun, powar*u and rotetioneuit positioned
hollow tote for crewman passage end lempotory utilities umbilical
withstand lrttattac• lived* at docking adapter due tit on-orbit accolersllons
anti h*rlhing
2 Offset Doom inletlat mg el tbll*t to Stullon lot Access to llangr. Nundup
mat hanical end *let Irlcal signal Interface
may tearMe deployment r*tracllon to permit docking end positioning
wilheland Inlartace loads due to docking and on-orbit acc*letellons
bt'tweell the	 habll.lt	 and	 ltat loll	 will be	 Ietltllteil	 for	 holdint-,	 and	 positlotlltlg
the	 deplov.lbIv volume. In	 rtddlt ioti, it it	 of t s v t	 ducking	 boom	 wi11	 be	 required
duril4, hanI,'Jit	 buildup to	 illlmw	 devetis and	 positioning	 of	 the	 hangar	 with	 the
Shtitt Ic docked	 tit	 the Station. 'fable lh	 indicates	 home	 of	 the	 needs	 for	 eott
good~. Propert ivs	 .1114 l ltd	 chttr tit, te , rtt.t Ice of	 candidate	 bladder maIerla:w
TAR1.F 1b
,,I , F(' t AL TECHNOLMY NF.F.IIS - SI)FTIxIODS
p toportles of Candidate •ladder Materials
struclesal and thermal
life, environmental degradation
fleeute charst lerlsllce
gas sealing
moleotold and dehtl• penotiallon
/ olduty and I abet •tion CharaelouetWe far %hoped (thermal Insulation
blankets and bladder)
patterning
protolyping for folding and doployment of soflgoods attached
It, Itues
$*al• Development
llo.lble .*ale for bladdot Interlace with docking port - IVA
Inolallellurt
**at* lot hangar tiny
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need to be developed, as well as the folding and fabrication characteristics
for the shaped configurations that have been developed. In addition flexible
seals will be needed for interfacing the habitat bladder with the doLNing port
and for sealing the hangar ring area.
	 Table 17 summarizes need y; for
connectors.	 Since the V 1
 of the habitat will he assembled on orbit, with
partially built up utilities, it will he necessary to install numerous cables,
TABLE 17
SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY NEEDS - CONNECTORS
Natiltal
Installation of Electrical Cables, Air Ducting and Liquid
Lines in Deployed Votuwie
Optimize for Ease of Installation of utilities at Buildup
and Subsequent Recorhlgurstlon
Hangar
Refueling, Pressurized or Vacuum Environment
- containment wt hazardous spills
air ducting and liquid	 lines.	 Connectors for rapid, sure, and easy
installation will be required. In the use of the OTV hangar it is expected
that refueling and other hazardous fluid transfers will require the
development of a technique for containment of hazardous spills.
l
i
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6.0
	
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENL1ATIONS
This section presents conclusions relative to the ground test
article destgn and the Part 2 deployable volume study. Part 1 conclusions
were , ► immarized in Section 2.0 and presented in det&il in Ref. (3).
6.1
	
GROUND TEST ARTICLE DESIGN
1. L.iyout drawings have been completed for the RAhF ground test
article. The article meetrr sll tho requirements of the NASA
specifications.
2. Simple intefaces have been achieved with existing NASA-MSFC
sir bearing facility trictionless platform, and a minimum of
changes will he required to accommodate the• Biaxial Duuhle
Fold test article.
3. lihile the ground test article in designed for testing on an
air hearing platform, it is also suitable for modification for
neutral bouyancy testing. Modifications to the springs in the
vertical struts and the addition of floatatton chambers would
t,v requ t red .
4. The basic ground test article is also suitable for Orbiter
flight test experiments with some modifications. 	 It would be
highly	 desirable	 to	 increase	 the	 stiff lie sa	 at	 partial
deployment to accommodate potential Shuttle accele• ratforts of
0.04 g .	 This citn	 he accomplished	 by	 usinp	 localized
deployment motors on R nodes witIt short cable runs,
fabricating; the truss from graphite/epoxy, and hrefing up the
diagonals.
6.2
	
DFPLOYABLF VOLUMES
1. A rigid central core concept has been developed which will
minfmize EVA requirements: during hui1dup. In addition this
concept provides a rigid hack hone for interface with ttie
Orbiter during launch. For the habitat the concept utilizes a
central core module -.. • hich is pressurizable and which contains
modularized equipment. It interfaces with a pressurized cargo
module for delivery of additional modularized equipment.
Shirtsleeve transfer and buildup i-, provided, and very little
FVA is required. For the hangar the centralized core provides
structural support and storage during launch, but does not
Ii
	
	 provide pressurization. The concept selected also reduces FVA
and RMC requirements for the hangar.
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2. A	 large deployable habitat 	 module can be delivered and	 erected
l in	 one	 Shuttle	 flight,	 and	 completely	 outfitted	 with	 an
additional	 1-2	 Shuttle
	
flights.	 The
	
13.5m	 (44.2
	 ft)	 diameter
habitat	 would	 be	 about
	
1130	 m 3	(40,000	 ft 3 )	 in	 volume	 and
would accommodate up to twelve men.
3. A	 10.1m	 (33.2	 ft)	 diameter	 by	 23.1m	 (75.8	 ft)	 deployable	 OTV
hangar	 can	 be	 delivered	 and	 assembled
	 in	 one	 Shuttle
	 flight.
I
This	 hangar	 is	 suitable	 for	 pressurized	 or	 unpressurized	 OTV
operations and will accommodate both near term earth-based OTV
j designs	 as	 well	 as	 future
	
reusable	 space-based	 concepts.
! Adequate	 volume	 is	 provided	 for	 the	 OTV,
	 work	 platform.;,	 and
spares storage.
4. The	 BADF	 structure	 provides	 best
	 overall	 compatibility
	
with
deployable	 volump s,	 and	 permits
	 integral
	
attachment
	
and
deployment
	
of	 the	 external
	 thermali meteoroid
	 blanket
	 and
	 the
pressure bladder.
5. The basic deployable truss structure concept with a bladder on
the
	 inside	 and	 a	 thermal/meteoroid
	 blanket
	 on	 the	 outside
Inherently	 provides
	 excellent	 meteoroid	 and	 debris
protection.	 For the habitat module a
	 probably of no meteoroid
penetration	 of	 0.998	 for	 10	 years	 is	 provided.
	
A	 3.25
	 cm
debris	 fragment
	
will	 be	 stopped,	 yielding,	 based	 on	 the	 1978
debris	 model,	 a	 probablity
	 of	 no	 debris	 penetration	 of	 0.95
for	 10 years.	 With	 the addition	 of	 radiators
	 to	 the exterior
of	 the
	
habitat	 module,
	 the	 area	 shielded	 increases
	 in	 debris
protection	 to a	 probability of 0.975 for no penetration for
	 10
years.	 The	 basic	 design	 of	 the
	 habitat	 also	 provides
radiation	 shielding	 of	 about
	
0.7	 gm/cm 2	which	 is	 suitable
low	 inclination	 (LF.0)	 missions	 for	 a	 crew	 rotation	 period	 of
I
up to	 180 days.	 It	 is	 feasible	 to add additional
	 shielding if
more severe missions are required.
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